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RFP Contact: 
Paul Carroll 

719.475.4020 Office | 719.351.4120 Direct 
pcarroll@msps.com 

7765 Electronic Drive 
Colorado Springs, CO 80922 

RFP Response: 

Water Meter Reading and Related Services 
Solicitation 12585-325 
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City of Fort Lauderdale 
100 N. Andrews Avenue  
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301  
Attention: Stefan Mohammed, Senior Procurement Specialist 

Subject: Bid # 12585-325 for Water Meter Reading and Related Services 
  Date: November 23rd, 2021 

On behalf of Mountain States Pipe & Supply (MSPS), I would first like to thank the City of Fort 
Lauderdale for considering our proposal and am pleased to present our RFP response based on the 
utility’s request.  

For over 30 years, MSPS has served utilities in the southwestern United States. From meter 
procurement, distribution, AMR/AMI deployments, and meter reading services, MSPS’s objectives are to 
provide solutions that will equip utilities with reduced costs, and greater operational efficiency. Our 
longstanding experience in the industry has allowed us to form enduring partnerships with industry 
leaders, as such, MSPS is uniquely qualified to present the City of Fort Lauderdale a solution that meets 
all the utility’s requirements.  

MSPS have been involved in the meter reading business for over 14 years. In addition to meter 
reading, we perform field collections, customer notification deliveries, change outs, and meter 
activations and deactivations.  In the last 14 years we have also been able to successful scale up our 
projects to meet the growth of our clients’ expanding energy infrastructures. MSPS provides a meter 
reading service that prioritizes reliability and consistency. It’s our goal for our employees to naturally 
assimilate into a utility’s department and provide high value in the daily productivity. 

MSPS approaches any project with an unparalleled commitment.   Commitment to our duties, 
commitment to our customer, and commitment to each other. This allows us to walk into any project, 
engaged, focused, and ready to provide the best possible solution to the utility. 

 MSPS is certified as a women-owned business by the WBENC, and we are currently in the 
process of recertification.  Once certification is finished, we will provide the City of Fort Lauderdale with 
the documentation. As the person with the authority to bind Mountain States Pipe & Supply to a formal 
agreement with the City of Fort Lauderdale, I have provided my contact information below. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this request for proposals. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Carroll 
Chief Executive Officer 
7765 Electronic Drive, Colorado Springs, CO, 80922 
719-351-4120 – pcarroll@msps.com
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Mountain States Pipe & Supply is a second-generation family-owned small business 
based in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and we have been in business since 1955. MSPS got its 
start supplying pipes, valves, meters, and other supplies to contractors nationwide. While we 
still maintain that aspect of our business, we have been fortunate to diversify our offerings 
over the last 30 years to include full turnkey AMR/AMI deployments, and meter reading 
services. 

Our clients are utility companies, municipalities, and developers of all sizes with unique 
needs and challenges regarding water, gas, or electric metering services and infrastructure. 
MSPS works with these entities to determine the appropriate solution best suited to their 
needs. At MSPS, we are committed to providing unparalleled service and support during the 
implementation of and following project completion. 

MSPS believes in partnerships. Partnerships foster knowledge and collaboration. 
MSPS wouldn’t be where it is today without some of the great relationships that we still have 
to this day. MSPS looks forward to establishing a relationship with the City of Fort Lauderdale 
and providing the city with a trusted partner to help maximize productivity. 
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What MSPS offers to every project: 

We are levying our experience in the energy sector to provide the City of Fort Lauderdale a 
breath of how we approach our projects, and how that can integrate into a successful 

solution for the City. 
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MSPS understands the importance of providing accurate readings. It hurts not only the 
relationship between the utility and the meter reading provider but fractures the relationship 
with the customer as well. Reputation is everything, and its imperative that the residents of any 
utility that we read for be confident that our readings are accurate. MSPS holds our employees 
accountable to this metric, and in many cases, they read close to 99.9%.  

The benefit of our company being a family-owned small business is that we treat our staff like 
family. When we hire someone, they are not just another number or statistic. It’s an investment 
for them, and it’s an investment for us. Often, that investment turns into irreplaceable 
members of the company, and we do that with ongoing education. Ongoing education is vital to 
any project. It can pay dividends in increasing safety awareness, aptitude, and lowering the 
chance of workplace accidents and injuries. MSPS promotes a culture that puts safety and 
learning at the forefront. This empowers our employees to be professionally more astute, 
which in turns allows them to provide the best possible value to any project. 

In the last 30 years, MSPS has managed and overseen many projects. Project oversight is 
extremely important, and the City of Fort Lauderdale would have a dedicated project manager 
assigned the area. They would act as a liaison for the utility and MSPS. As stated before, 
communication is vital, and MSPS would address any needs that the City would have from a 
management and oversight perspective. 
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Mountain States Pipe & Supply Key Personnel: 

Paul Carroll 
Title: Chief Executive Officer 
Project Role: Contract Manager and Executive Oversight 
Base Location: Colorado Springs, Colorado 

Paul has been working for and directing Mountain States Pipe & Supply 
for over 34 years. Throughout his career in the metering business, Paul 
has sold and overseen the implementation of over 200 Advanced Meter 
Reading (AMR) and Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) solutions in 

Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, Wyoming, California, and Texas. His 30+ years of experience working 
with utility companies, municipalities, districts, and developers of varying sizes ensures that clients are 
being provided with a unique solution to their specific meter and meter reading needs. Paul’s extensive 
experience in the oversight of the turnkey installation of metering, AMR, and AMI solutions means that 
client expectations are properly managed and met. As an early adaptor of AMR and AMI technology, as 
well as state-of-the-art solid state nonmechanical meters, Paul has positioned MSPS as an industry 
leader in the provision of AMI and metering solutions, in turn placing its clients in an ideal position for 
future development.  

CERTIFICATIONS: 

• AMI Deployment and Integration Specialist
• Confined Space Certified – OSHA Standard 29 CFR 1910.46
• Trimble Certified – GPS Pathfinder Office and TerraSync Software
•

Nic has been with Mountain States Pipe & Supply for 10 years and has worked in all stages of AMI/AMR 
implementation. These experiences range from field installations and troubleshooting, to CIS/GIS data 
management and delivery, to overall Project Management. This unique path has given Nic the ability to 
be proactive in identifying potential issues and solutions, to produce and execute timelines and goals, 
and to connect with customers/partners to ensure a smooth transition into AMI/AMR systems. He is a 
‘boots on the ground’ person who prefers to be onsite during implementation and close out phases.  

Nicholas Racca 
Title: Project/ Installation Manager 
Project Role: Field Deployment Management and Installation 
Oversight 
Base Location: Colorado Springs, Colorado 
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REPRESESENTATIVE PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS: 

PROJECT PROJECT TYPE PROJECT SIZE ROLE STATE YEAR

CSU Gas, Water, Electric Meter Exchange 450,000 G/W/ECertified Trainer/installer CO 2008

Henrico County Water Register Audit 60,000 Water Supervisor VA 2010

Henrico County Water Register/ERT Retrofit 90,000 Water Supervisor VA 2013

City of El Mirage AMI Install/Water Meter Exchange 13,000 Water Supervisor AZ 2014

City of FarmingtonAMR Install/Water Meter Exchange 16,000 Water Project Manager NM 2014

City of Tucson Water ERT Retrofit 45,000 Water Project Manager AZ 2015

City of Farmington Water ERT Retrofit 9,000 Water Project Manager NM 2015

City of Las Cruces AMI Pilot/Water Meter Exchange 2,000 Water Project Manager NM 2016

City of Irving AMI Audit/Water Meter Exchange 50,000 Water Project Manager TX Current
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Over the last 14 years, Mountain States Pipe & Supply have been involved in several successful meter 
reading projects. MSPS partnered with the City of Bedford Texas in 2009 for a meter reading project for 
their water department. The scope of the project included working in coordination with city personnel 
to read their network of water meters. MSPS was in charge with the crux of the meter reading, in 
addition to hiring and training personnel. The project ended in 2013.  

Since 2007, MSPS has partnered with CoServ based out of Corinth Texas. CoServ is an electric and gas 
distribution company serving North Texas since 1937. They now have over 11,253 miles of electric 
infrastructure serving more than 264,000 meters across Denton, Collin, Cooke, Grayson, Tarrant, and 
Wise counties. Their natural gas affiliate, CoServ Gas, was established in 1998 and serves more than 
137,000 gas meters in Denton, Collin, and Kaufman counties.  

 From 2007 to 2012, MSPS read CoServ’s electric and gas portfolio until they switched to an AMI solution 
for their electric in 2012. From 2012 and onwards, MSPS has been reading all CoServ’s gas portfolio.  

MSPS’s experience in the water 
sector will also yield invaluable 
knowledge to the City of Fort 
Lauderdale. With over 50 years 
of experience, we understand 
water and we understand water 
infrastructure has its own hosts 
of challenges. 

Meter readers need to 
multitask. While our readers 
strive for above industry 
standards on accuracy, we 
employ our employees to 
make it second nature to be 
aware of their surroundings 
and enact proper protocol on 
every meter. 
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While the City of Fort Lauderdale requires that any 
maintenance needed on a meter be handled by in 
house personnel, it’s important to MSPS, as a 
national leader in the water sector, to convey to the 
City that when our employees are in the field, the 
City can be assured they are knowledgeable of 
meters, meter hardware, and infrastructure, in 
addition to being able to ascertain if a meter and it’s 
housing needs to be reported.  Having our 
employees this prepared will allow them to 
effectively communicate to the city and/or residents 
when the need arises so work orders are handled 
efficiently and promptly. 

Structure: 

MSPS have just over 30 employees on staff. With our headquarters in Colorado Springs, and employees 
in Arizona and Washington, our current sales territory consists of Colorado, Arizona, Wyoming, New 
Mexico, Washington, Oregon, and Northern Idaho. We maintain two full-time project managers on staff, 
and as a small, family-owned company, much of our support staff have been with us for 10 or more 
years; a typical MSPS project team will have over 100 years of combined industry experience 

Company Address: 
Mountain States Pipe & Supply (Corporation) 
7765 Electronic Dr 
Colorado Springs, CO 
80922 

WBENC Certification: 2005123268 

Phone:  1-800-777-7173 
Fax: 719.634.5551 

Website: http://www.msps.com 
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hereby grants

to

MOUNTAIN STATES PIPE & SUPPLY CO

who has successfully met WBENC's standards as a Women's Business Enterprise (WBE).  
This certi�cation a�rms the business is woman-owned, operated and controlled and is valid through the date herein.

Certi�cation Granted: October 31, 2013
Expiration Date: October 31, 2021

WBENC National Certi�cation Number: 2005123268

WBENC National WBE Certi�cation was processed and validated by Women's Business
Enterprise Council - West, a WBENC Regional Partner Organization.

Authorized by Pamela Williamson, President & CEO
Women's Business Enterprise Council - West

National Women's Business Enterprise Certification

NAICS: 423830, 423510, 423610, 423720, 423840, 423850 
UNSPSC: 41101806, 41112501, 41112504, 41112505, 41113614
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Upon notification of selection, Mountain States Pipe & Supply (MSPS) will work with City of Fort 
Lauderdale to draft a formal statement of work for this project. This Statement of Work (SOW) outlines 
MSPS’s approach for Section III contained in City of Fort Lauderdale’s Request for Proposal (RFP), 
dated November 2021, for Water Meter Reading and Related Services. 

MSPS has over ten years of experience in delivering meter reading services to utilities. As such, we 
understand the need for departments to sustain consistent accuracy standards, scale up, all while 
providing the City of Fort Lauderdale a dependable and professional fleet 

Section III Questionnaire / Minimum Requirements 

MSPS complies with the requirement. MSPS understands that in addition to reading the water 
meters, inspection must be made to ensure meters are operating efficiently and reduce meter 
damage from environmental encroachment. Employees will also be trained in the proper 
protocol instituted by the City to notify the department correctly regarding any issues while 
out in the field. 

Estimated Quantities 

MSPS complies with the requirement. MSPS will read all meters deemed necessary by the City 
of Fort Lauderdale and any new meters that are added to the city’s water meter network. 

Accuracy of Readings 

MSPS complies with the requirement. MSPS’s mission is to have its employees read above industry 
standard. Also, with approval from the city, MSPS will institute their own accuracy parameters in 
addition to continued training to make sure the metric is continuously being met. 

Unread Meters 

MSPS complies with the requirement. It is the goal of MSPS to read all meters in a route. If an 
unforeseen circumstance prevents MSPS from achieving that, we will investigate the meters that are 
not being read, and work in unison with the city to solve the issues with those accounts. 

Stopped & Stuck Meters 

MSPS complies with the requirement. Employees will be trained to identify, inspect, and report any 
malfunctioning meters. 

Meter Reporting Incentive 

MSPS complies with the requirement 
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Inaccurate Work Order Reporting 

MSPS complies with the requirement. MSPS understands the need for accuracy in all facets of 
the department. We understand that incorrectly entered trouble codes in the system will result 
in a loss of operational efficiency for both the city and the company. 

MSPS will also institute a set of parameters to make sure appropriate observation is being 
made while out in the field. Here is an idea of how we would move forward with that level of 
training: 

Rereading of Meters 
MSPS complies with the requirement. Additional staff will be available to ensure quality control 
objectives are met in a timely manner. 

Straight Pipes - Illegal Consumption/Hookups 

MSPS complies with the requirement. Employees will be trained to identify, inspect, and report 
any activity deemed suspicious with a meter, meter installation, or account circumstance. 
Depending on the protocol in place, employees will advise the city of suspected “new services” 
and / or discrepancies in the system. 

“Marking” of Meters Using Global Positioning System (GPS) 

MSPS complies with the requirement. When the city chooses the start GPS location protocols for their 
water network, MSPS will comply, and provide additional analysis / training to ensure the functions 
are being performed in the field. 

Calling of Certain Customers 

MSPS complies with the requirement. 
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Changing of Employee Routes 

MSPS complies with the requirement. In addition, MSPS will work with the city to make sure 
the coverage areas have a “fresh set of eyes” when deemed necessary. This has been an 
effective measure to allow more employees familiarity in an entire coverage area, and to limit 
the possibilities of falsified and/or inaccurate reads. 

There shall be a meter reading schedule provided by the City consisting of approximately 20 
read days each month.   The Contractor shall comply with this schedule in order to maintain 
the City's billing cycle. Failure by 'the Contractor to complete all scheduled meter readings 
and required re- reads within the allotted 20 days will result in a charge back to the contract in 
the amount of $1500.00 in liquidated damages for each additional day required to complete the 
work. There will be no exception to the above requirement 

The City’s Contract Administrator may increase or decrease the number of routes read per 
day from the number stated herein upon 24 hour notice to the Contractor, unless otherwise 
agree. This route change would only be done to recover days lost to weather or other 
unforeseen circumstances. 

Any other changes to the composition or order of currently established routes must be 
requested by the Contractor from the Contract Administrator. Only after the Contract 
Administrator has obtained clearance from all personnel involved may any changes to the 
timing or composition of the routes be made. 

MSPS complies with the requirement. 

Familiarization of Route System 

MSPS complies with the requirement. 

Normal Hours of Work 

MSPS complies with the requirement. 

Completion of Work 
MSPS complies with the requirement. 
Completed Routes: Individual accounts within the routes which are returned to the City as "no 
reads" (skips) will be reviewed in accordance with Paragraph 4.05 above on a daily basis. If, 
upon further investigation, it is determined that a reading could have been obtained, then the 
account is charged as an error against the Contractor. 
MSPS complies with the requirement. 

Meter Conditions 
MSPS complies with the requirement. MSPS will always work with the City to improve on 
protocol to keep overall meter conditions safe and aesthetically maintained. 
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The Contractor shall he responsible for the routine cleaning of the meters and the meter boxes 
and ensuring that accessibility to meters is not hampered by grass, sand, or debris of any 
kind. Proposer recognizes that it is unacceptable for meter box covers. and/or meter caps to 
be left open or not properly seated or closed and will take necessary measures to ensure that 
these conditions are not caused by the Contractor or Contractor's employees. All mechanical 
repairs to the meter boxes will be the responsibility of the City. Contractor's employees will 
not attempt repairs of any kind. 

MSPS complies with the requirement. 

Handheld Personal Computers (Handhelds, iPads) 
MSPS complies with the requirement. 

The Contractor is prohibited from tampering with, altering or adjusting the handheld personal 
computers and associated equipment. Contractor shall be responsible for the proper care and 
safeguarding of any equipment provided by the City. The Contractor will be held financially 
responsible for any damage or loss to the hand-held personal computers due to negligence or 
abuse by its employees. 

MSPS complies with the requirement. 

The Contractor shall promptly pay for any lost or damaged equipment, or the City may, at its 
option, deduct such amounts from sums otherwise due the Contractor. Handheld personal 
computers are the sole property of the City of Fort Lauderdale. The City will provide routine 
maintenance and repair of handheld personal computers through its selected hand-held 
vendor. 

MSPS complies with the requirement. 

Water Meter Shut Off Services and Notices 
MSPS complies with the requirement. 

Contractor’s Responsibilities 
Hiring and Training: 

MSPS hires meter reading employees by resumes that are qualified to the project or relevant 
work experience. After gathering all information needed for each project (qualifications, and 
experience) we reach out to the candidate and discuss the job description. The Project 
Manager then interviews the candidate. After the decision is reached to hire, we begin our 
hiring process. All paperwork along with the handbook is sent to the probable employee. The 
possible employee will send in all necessary paperwork. After receiving all paperwork and 
permissions, we complete our hiring mandatory paperwork for employment, background 
check, drug testing, and all insurance checks necessary. Once the background, drug testing 
and all other paperwork has cleared we give a start date and equipment needed for training. 
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Supervision: 
MSPS will have a dedicated project manager assigned to the City of Fort Lauderdale for overall 
management and to provide the City of Fort Lauderdale with a point of contact.  Our project 
managers will ensure reading consistency exceeds expectations while maintaining 
productivity. Responsibilities will also include coordination between the City, residents, and the 
corporate office. 
Resolution of Customer Complaints: 
MSPS’s dispute resolution process is focused on communication between all parties. We seek 
to ensure all parties have a mutual understanding of what is at issue and who is a fault and then 
implement an appropriate solution based upon the circumstances. Whether the client, a 
resident or MSPS is at fault, the goal for dispute resolution will always be a mutually agreeable 
solution and the avoidance of litigation. 

Employee Identification 
All MSPS employees are in full uniform with clearly marked identification badges. They will 
keep these badges on their person throughout the business day.  Our employees are also in 
high visible work attire in addition to safety vests that have additional signage printed that 
clearly states a meter reader is on the premises. Our company vehicles will adhere to the same 
high visibility protocols. Vehicles will have company information in a clearly visible area as 
well. 
Employees will also maintain a neat and professional appearance every day. 

Driver Licenses: 
MSPS maintains a very strict driver’s policy that starts with the initial vetting of an applicant.  
Quarterly analytics will also be done to ensure all employees maintain satisfactory driving 
records. 

Transportation: 
MSPS will provide their workers company vehicles to use and maintain during the life of the 
project. All vehicles will be uniform in type, in addition to having clearly visible signage on the 
vehicle that identifies the vehicle as a meter reading contractor working for the City of Fort 
Lauderdale. 

Supplies: 
MSPS will furnish all required materials, tools, and supplies to all meter readers. 

Substance Abuse: 
MSPS is a zero tolerance, drug-free workplace.  In addition to background and driver checks, 
MSPS conducts a pre-employment drug testing on all potential employees.  Drug testing will 
also be administered for instances involved in the field at the MSPS’s discretion. 
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Customer Relations: 
MSPS employees are trained to effectively handle the level of professionalism needed when 
they are involved with customers.  Respect will be shown to property while employees are 
reading, in addition to a courteous and professional manner when interacting with the public. 
Equal Employment Opportunity: 
MSPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  MSPS does not discriminate against any employee or 
interested applicant because of race, age, color, religion, sex, ancestry, origin, or place of birth. 
MSPS promotes diversity. 

Health and Safety: 
Safety is of utmost importance at MSPS. The safety of our employees takes precedent over 
anything and is reflected in our safety measures. With our safety culture and personal 
accountability, the City of Fort Lauderdale can rest assured that our employees will be well 
equipped to perform their duties efficiently and safely 

Criminal History Check: 
Part of the pre-employment screening is an extensive Criminal History Check from MSPS. MSPS 
will not hire anyone with prior convictions of violence or theft related misdemeanors or felonies 
under any circumstances.  

City Responsibilities 
The City will supply handheld personal computers and associated equipment as required. 
MSPS acknowledges and accepts the City’s responsibilities during the project.  
The City will notify the Contractor prior to assessing any assessments or deductions from 
invoicing as liquidated damages. NOTE: The City may, at its sole discretion, elect to waive any 
or all of the assessments provided for in this contract as liquidated damages during the initial 
ninety (90) days of the contract. 
MSPS acknowledges and accepts the City’s responsibilities during the project. 
The City will be responsible for providing all available reports detailing read accuracy and route 
details. 
MSPS acknowledges and accepts the City’s responsibilities during the project. 
The City will provide routine maintenance and repair service of hand held personal computers, 
excluding any negligence/abuse damage, which shall be reimbursed by the Contractor. 
MSPS acknowledges and accepts the City’s responsibilities during the project. 
The City will be responsible for the transferring of information between City owned computers 
and the hand-held personal computers. Those routes not completed the previous day will be 
reloaded by the City. 
MSPS acknowledges and accepts the City’s responsibilities during the project. 
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This narrative defines the methods and means by which Mountain States Pipe & Supply will 
perform the services outlined in this RFP. Mountain States Pipe & Supply (Consultant) on behalf of the 
City of Fort Lauderdale, FL (Customer) will provide the customer a meter reading services deployment 
for the utility’s water meter infrastructure. 

To begin the project, a comprehensive implementation plan would be formulized by MSPS in 
conjunction with an extensive recruitment and training initiative. In our experience, most projects’ 
successes really do rely on finding and developing the best applicants and personnel. It does not end 
there, however. While experience in the industry, customer service, and safety certificates are 
important metrics to look for while screening candidates, MSPS will also review individuals from diverse 
professional backgrounds. This focus on diversity will provide the project a positive workplace culture 
that’s missing from so many other projects nationwide. Keeping an engaged fleet is crucial and it pays 
dividends in overall morale and productivity. 

A meter reading fleet can’t be truly 
sustainable if there is a constant revolving door. 
MSPS prides itself on the ability to have high 
retention. Many of our current employees in our 
home office have decades of tenure at the 
company. Our long-standing meter reading project 
in Corinth Texas, has employees that have been at 
the project for over ten years, while the rest have 
5+ years of service. This is the level of retention 
and stability that MSPS wants to bring to the City 
of Fort Lauderdale. This investment in our 
employees is founded on competitive wages, 
benefits, generous vacation time, and workplace 
incentives. It’s important to us that an employee 
feels like a valued member of a company, not a 
dispensable cog in the machine.  

Adaptability has been an important business driver for MSPS. Being in business for over 60 years 
will force a company to be strategically innovative, and flexible. Flexibility has been an important 
advantage that has allowed us to vary the multitude of services we can offer to utilities. There is not a 
project that we feel we can’t be a successful in, and it is because of that adaptability. We are fortunate 
that we can offer to utilities and municipalities, meter procurement and distribution, smart meter 
solutions and meter reading services with thoughtful communication, responsible management, and 
unrelenting commitment. 

MSPS have developed many internal policies that have been used to promote ethical and safety 
standards in our projects. With every deployment, MSPS acquires valuable experience that produces 
important educational and training opportunities to our employees. With diligent training, employees 
can quickly identify field hazards and accidents that will lead to safer working conditions and ultimately 
employee satisfaction. Our safety initiative is always a distinct and current one. It’s imperative to MSPS 
to formulate new and innovative safety training opportunities to equip our employees with every 
available tool we can assemble. These initiatives aren’t fail-safe, but it will provide employees with 
confidence when they are met with an unexpected circumstance. 
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MSPS approach to training: 

No training regime is perfect, but our methods are comprehensive. We utilize a blend of small group 
instructional training in addition to field training. In that initial on-boarding the new hire will get an 
understanding of our company, our role as a contractor, in addition to the expectations that are 
expected from our company and the client. Once an employee is finished with in-house training, they 
will transition to the field for additional training. What’s understated is the City of Fort Lauderdale’s role. 
Having an open-door level of communication in this process is important, and that our messages align. 
MSPS will ultimately oversee vetting and hiring employees, but utilities have their own polices and 
regulations that will need to be included in the scope of our training as well. Feedback will be 
encouraged. 

Here is just a sample guideline of our training method: 

First week of training: 

Day 1 and Day 2: 

• New hire on-boarding
o New hire will receive employee handbook that will outline our company’s motto,

culture, and policies.
o Additional will be presented to highlight and explain MSPS’s guidelines to daily

procedures.

• Water meter education
o Additional training on understanding and identifying meter issues, in addition to the

proper protocol on communicating with the City.

• Meter reading safety
o Safety education that highlights typical hazards while reading meters in addition to a

similar focus on driver safety.

Day 3 through Day 5: (Field Training) 

• New hire will observe morning duties that will involve signing in on the handheld, understanding
and finding route assignments.

o New hire will also begin to understand the administrative nuances behind route leaders
and how to coordinate with each other in the field.

• New hire assigned to a veteran reader for training. They will commence shadowing the trainer.
The trainer will highlight and explain parameters of the job in addition to daily duties and
expectations.

• Trainer will educate new hire on the rigors of meter reading in description and performance, in
addition to performing those functions safely whether walking or driving.
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• Trainer will educate new hire on the functions of the handheld
o Finding a sequence
o Creating messages in the system
o Searching for skips and /or making sure an area is free of any “blanks” before

leaving

• Trainer will explain safe driving habits, and to “drive defensively”

• Trainer will educate trainee on Quality Control aspect of reading.
o Understanding the importance of high and low reading, while also double-

checking meter numbers and reads. (An importance measure to ensure high
accuracy and that you are at the right location.)

o Meter trouble codes
o Meter skip codes

Trainer will be entering all reads during the first week. Trainer will meet with supervisor to discuss the 
analysis of the new hire’s fire week. If needed, training can be adjusted to accommodate any 

concerns. 

Second week of training: 

Day 6 through Day 8 (Field Training) 

• New hire will complete all morning procedures, in addition to driving to the route to get better
acclimated to the area. Trainer will be observing and evaluating the habits of the new hire while
they are operating a company vehicle.

• New hire will be doing the full scope of the meter reading duties sans entering in the reading.
• New hire will call out the reading while the trainer will verify all readings before entering them

into the handheld.

Day 9 through Day 10 (Field Training) 

• New hire will complete all morning procedures, and will continue driving to routes, while being
monitored by the trainer.

• New hire will control the handheld, but the trainer will continue to verify all readings before
they are entered.

At the end of the second week, the trainer and supervisor will discuss the training progress of
the new hire and if no additional training is needed, they will graduate out of the training program. 
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MSPS also has a 3-month evaluation protocol in place for new hires. This extended evaluation is 
important to make sure new hires adhere to the workplace conditions set forth by MSPS and the utility. 
This involves consistent quality control on reads, and field checks to ensure employees are reading 
accurately, and driving and parking safely. Reading meters is a very unpredictable endeavor. While that 
can be inherently unfavorable, it does provide additional training, and MSPS understands that. What 
happens at one account one month, can be a totally different situation the following month, so it’s 
important for us to be patient and ready to assist new hires in navigating all typical and atypical 
functions of the job. 

We feel with our comprehensive training method, combined with our transparent 
communication and success at delivering, we can provide the City of Fort Lauderdale a terrific solution 
for their meter reading services. 
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1813 Reliance Parkway 
Bedford, TX 76021 
817-952-2200

• MSPS was contracted by the City of Bedford to
read meters in their water department.

• Start date: 2009 End date: 2013 

CoServ Electric and Gas 

7701 S Stemmons Fwy,  
Corinth, TX 76210 
James Phillips, Meter Manager 
(940) 321-7800 ext. 7662|

• MSPS was contracted by CoServ to read their electric and gas portfolio. CoServ transitioned into
AMI on the electric side in 2012, and MSPS transitioned to reading just their gas portfolio.

• 2007 start date – ongoing
• Over 1 million total reads annually

Here are just a few references to highlighting our long-standing experience in 
the water sector. 

City of Las Cruces, Las Cruces, New Mexico 

680 Motel Blvd 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 
Carl Clark, Senior Engineer, Project Manager 

• Gas and Water meter audit
• 45,000 AMI gas module retrofit
• 30,000 water service audit and changeout
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City of Tucson, Tucson, Arizona

255 W. Alameda, 6th Floor,  
Tucson, AZ 85701 
Christ Rodriguez, Administrator 
520-837-2322, chris.rodriguez@tucsonaz.gov

• AMR project with 225,000 audited and AMR water modules
installed

• 45,000 water meters installed
• 1996 – on going
• MSPS provides the city with yearly modules

City of Grande Prairie, Texas 

300 W. Main Street 
Grand Prairie Tx, 75050 
Cora Synder, Utility Customer Service Manager 
917-237-8218, csnyder@gptx.org

• Water meter audit of the entire water network
• 48,000 Water AMI endpoints installed
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City of Fort Lauderdale Bid 12585-325 

BID/PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION 

Please Note: It is the sole responsibility of the bidder to ensure that his bid is submitted electronically through 
www.BidSync.com prior to the bid opening date and time listed. Paper bid submittals will not be accepted. All fields below 
must be completed. If the field does not apply to you, please note N/A in that field. 

If you are a foreign corporation, you may be required to obtain a certificate of authority from the department of state, 
in accordance with Florida Statute §607.1501 (visit http://www.dos.state.fl.us/). 

Company: (Legal Registration) Mountain States Pipe & Supply 

Address: 7765 Electronic Dr 

City: Colorado Springs State: CO 

Telephone No.: 719-351-4120 FAX No.: 719-634-5551 

EIN (Optional): 840441361 

Zip: 80922 

Email: pcarroll@msps.com 

Delivery: Calendar days after receipt of Purchase Order (section 1.02 of General Conditions): 60 Days ARO 

Total Bid Discount (section 1.05 of General Conditions): No Discount 

Check box if your firm qualifies for MBE / SBE / WBE (section 1.09 of General Conditions): � 

ADDENDUM ACKNOWLEDGEMENT - Proposer acknowledges that the following addenda have been received and are 
included in the proposal: 

Addendum No. 

2 

Date Issued 

11/4/2021 

11/8/2021 

Addendum No. Date Issued Addendum No. Date Issued 

VARIANCES: If you take exception or have variances to any term, condition, specification, scope of service, or requirement in 
this competitive solicitation you must specify such exception or variance in the space provided below or reference in the space 
provided below all variances contained on other pages within your response . Additional pages may be attached if necessary. 
No exceptions or variances will be deemed to be part of the response submitted unless such is listed and contained in the 
space provided below. The City does not, by virtue of submitting a variance, necessarily accept any variances. If no statement 
is contained in the below space, it is hereby implied that your response is in full compliance with this competitive solicitation. If 
you do not have variances, simply mark N/A. You must also click the "Take Exception" button. 

N/A 

The below signatory hereby agrees to furnish the following article(s) or services at the price(s) and terms stated subject to all 
instructions, conditions, specifications addenda, legal advertisement, and conditions contained in the bid/proposal. 

I have read all attachments including the specifications and fully understand what is required. By submitting this signed 
proposal, I will accept a contract if approved by the City and such acceptance covers all terms, conditions, and specifications 
of this bid/proposal. The below signatory also hereby agrees, by virtue of submitting or attempting to submit a response, that in 
no event shall the City's liability for respondent's direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages, 

11/5/2021 8:58 AM p.45 
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SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

INSURER F :

INSURER E :

INSURER D :

INSURER C :

INSURER B :

INSURER A :

NAIC #

NAME:
CONTACT

(A/C, No):
FAX

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

PRODUCER

(A/C, No, Ext):
PHONE

INSURED

REVISION NUMBER:CERTIFICATE NUMBER:COVERAGES

IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.  THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

OTHER:

(Per accident)

(Ea accident)

$

$

N / A

SUBR
WVD

ADDL
INSD

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

$

$

$

$PROPERTY DAMAGE

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

AUTOS ONLY

AUTOSAUTOS ONLY
NON-OWNED

SCHEDULEDOWNED

ANY AUTO

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

Y / N

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below
If yes, describe under

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE

$

$

$

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

ER
OTH-

STATUTE
PER

LIMITS(MM/DD/YYYY)
POLICY EXP

(MM/DD/YYYY)
POLICY EFF

POLICY NUMBERTYPE OF INSURANCELTR
INSR

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

EXCESS LIAB

UMBRELLA LIAB $EACH OCCURRENCE

$AGGREGATE

$

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE

DED RETENTION $

$PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$GENERAL AGGREGATE

$PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$MED EXP (Any one person)

$EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED

$PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

CLAIMS-MADE OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

POLICY
PRO-
JECT LOC

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CANCELLATION

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

11/5/2021

IMA, Inc. - Colorado Division
1705 17th Street, Suite 100
Denver CO 80202

IMA Denver Team
303-534-4567

DenAccountTechs@imacorp.com

The Travelers Indemnity Company of America 25666
MOUNSTA2 Travelers Property Casualty Company of America 25674

Mountain States Pipe & Supply Co.
7765 Electronic Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

The Travelers Indemnity Company of Connecticut 25682
Berkley Assurance Company 39462

764742227

A X 1,000,000
X 300,000

X PD DED: $5,000 10,000

1,000,000

5,000,000

Y Y6307R75524ATIA21 8/1/2021 8/1/2022

2,000,000

B 1,000,000

X

X X

Y 8108R0362172114G 8/1/2021 8/1/2022

B X X 5,000,000CUP8R38206A2114 8/1/2021 8/1/2022

5,000,000
X 0

C X

N

UB3K7315002114G 4/1/2021 4/1/2022

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000
D Pollution/*Professional

*Claims Made
Retro Date: 04/03/13

PCXB50151050821 8/1/2021 8/1/2022 Each Claim
Aggregate
SIR

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$5,000

Property Coverage: Policy #Y6307R75524ATIA21
Effective Dates: 08/01/21-08/01/22 Insurer A: See Above
$1,680,000 Blanket Personal Property & EDP Limit; $5,000 Deductible; SPC Form/RC

Leased & Rented Equipment Coverage: Policy #QT660367M8066TIL21
Effective Dates: 08/01/21-08/01/22 Insurer: Travelers Property Casualty Co of America
$50,000 Limit; $1,000 Deductible

See Attached...

City of Fort Lauderdale
Procurement Services Division
100 N Andrew Ave
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301

THIS CERTIFICATE SUPERSEDES PREVIOUSLY ISSUED CERTIFICATE
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ACORD 101 (2008/01)
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

© 2008 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.

THIS ADDITIONAL REMARKS FORM IS A SCHEDULE TO ACORD FORM,
FORM NUMBER: FORM TITLE:

ADDITIONAL REMARKS

ADDITIONAL REMARKS SCHEDULE Page           of

AGENCY CUSTOMER ID:
LOC #:

AGENCY

CARRIER NAIC CODE

POLICY NUMBER

NAMED INSURED

EFFECTIVE DATE:

MOUNSTA2

1 1

IMA, Inc. - Colorado Division Mountain States Pipe & Supply Co.
7765 Electronic Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

25 CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

Hired Automobile Physical Damage Coverage: Policy #8108R0362172114G
Effective Dates: 08/01/21-08/01/22 Insurer B: See Above
$1,000 Comprehensive Deductible; $1,000 Collision Deductible

Automobile Physical Damage Coverage: Policy #8108R0362172114G
Effective Dates: 08/01/21-08/01/22 Insurer B: See Above
$1,000 Comprehensive Deductible; $1,000 Collision Deductible

WESCO Distribution, Inc. & Subsidiaries are included as Additional Insured on the General Liability and Automobile Liability policies if required by written
contract or agreement and with respect to work performed by Insured, subject to the policy terms and conditions.
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED
(Includes Products-Completed Operations If Required By Contract)

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART

PROVISIONS
The following is added to SECTION II-WHO IS AN
INSURED:
Any person or organization that you agree in a
written contract or agreement to include as an
additional insured on this Coverage Part is an
insured,but only:
a. With respect to liability for "bodily injury" or

"property damage" that occurs, or for "personal
injury'’ caused by an offense that is committed,
subsequent to the signing of that contract or
agreement and while that part of the contract or
agreement is in effect; and

b. If, and only to the extent that, such injury or
damage Is caused by acts or omissions of you or
your subcontractor in the performance of "your
work" to which the written contract or agreement
applies. Such person or organization does not
qualify as an additional insured with respect to
the independent acts or omissions of such
person or organization.

The insurance provided to such additional insured is
subject to the following provisions:
a. If the Limits of Insurance of this Coverage Part

shown in the Declarations exceed the minimum
limits required by the written contract or
agreement, the insurance provided to the
additional insured will be limited to such
minimum required limits. For the purposes of
determining whether this limitation applies, the
minimum limits required by the written contract or
agreement will be considered to include the
minimum limits of any Umbrella or Excess
liability coverage required for the additional
insured by that written contract or agreement.
This provision will not increase the limits of
insurance described in Section IN - Limits Of
Insurance.

b. The insurance provided to such additional
insured does not apply to:

(1) Any "bodily injury", "property damage" or
"personal injury" arising out of the providing,
or failure to provide, any professional
architectural, engineering or surveying
services,including:

(a) The preparing, approving, or failing to
prepare or approve, maps, shop
drawings, opinions, reports, surveys,
field orders or change orders, or the
preparing, approving, or failing to
prepare or approve, drawings and
specifications; and

(b) Supervisory, inspection, architectural or
engineering activities.

(2) Any "bodily injury" or "property damage"
caused by "your work" and included in the
"products-completed operations hazard"
unless the written contract or agreement
specifically requires you to provide such
coverage for that additional insured during
the policy period.

The additional insured must comply with the
following duties:

(1) Give us written notice as soon as practicable
of an "occurrence" or an offense which may
result in a claim. To the extent possible, such
notice should include:

(a) How, when and where the "occurrence"
or offense took plaoe;

(b) The names and addresses of any injured
persons and witnesses; and

(c) The nature and location of any injury or
damage arising out of the "occurrence"
or offense.

(2) If a claim is made or "suit" is brought against
the additional insured:

c.

CG D2 46 0419 Page 1 of 2© 2018 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved.
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

(4) Tender the defense and indemnity of any
claim or "suit" to any provider of other
insurance which would cover such additional
insured for a loss we cover. However, this
condition does not affect whether the
insurance provided to such additional
insured is primary to other insurance
available to such additional insured which
covers that person or organization as a
named insured as described in Paragraph4.,
Other Insurance, of Section IV-Commercial
General Liability Conditions.

(a) Immediately record the specifics of the
claim or "suit1 and the date received; and

(b) Notify us as soon as practicable and see
to it that we receive written notice of the
claim or "suit1 as soon as practicable.

(3) Immediately send us copies of all legal
papers received in connection with the claim
or "suit", cooperate with us in the
investigation or settlement of the daim or
defense against the "suit’, and otherwise
comply with all policy conditions.

CG D2 46 0419Page 2 of 2 <£> 2018 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved ,
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

c. Method Of Sharing
If all of the other insurance permits contribution
byequal shares, we will follow this method also.
Under this approach each insurer contributes
equal amounts until it has paid its applicable
limit of insurance or none of the loss remains,
whichever comes first.
If any of the other insurance does not permit
contribution by equal shares, we will contribute
by limits. Under this method, each insurers
share is based on the ratio of its applicable limit
of insurance to the total applicable limits of
insurance of all insurers.

d. Primary And Non-Contributory Insurance If
Required By Written Contract
If you specifically agree in a written contract or
agreement that the insurance afforded to an
insured under this Coverage Part must apply on
a primary basis, or a primary and non-
contributory basis, this insurance is primary to
other insurance that is available tosuch insured
which covers such insured as a namedinsured,
and we will not share with that other insurance,
provided that:
(1) The "bodily injur/ or "property damage” for

which coverage is sought occurs;and
(2) The "personal and advertising injur/ for

which coverage is sought is caused by an
offense that is committed;

subsequent to the signing of that contract or
agreement by you.

5. Premium Audit
a. We will compute all premiums for this Coverage

Part in accordance withour rules and rates.
b. Premium shown in this Coverage Part as

advancepremium is a deposit premium only. At
the close of each audit period we will compute
the earned premium for that period and send
notice to the first Named Insured.The due date
for audit and retrospective premiumsis the date
shown as the due date on the bill. If the sum of
the advance and audit premiums paid for the
policy period is greater than the earned
premium, we will return the excess to the first
Named Insured.

c. The first Named Insured must keep records of
the information we need for premium
computation, and send us copies at such times
as wemayrequest.

6. Representations
By accepting this policy, you agree:

a. The statements in the Declarations are
accurate and complete;

b. Those statements are based upon
representations youmade to us; and

c. We have issued this policy in reliance upon
your representations.

The unintentional omission of, or unintentional error
in, any information provded by you which we relied
upon in issuing this policy will not prejudice your
rights under this insurance.However, this provision
does net affect our right to collect additional
premium or to exercise our rights of cancellation or
nonrenewal in accordance with applicable insurance
laws or regulations.

7. Separation Of Insureds
Except with respect to the Limits of Insurance, and
any rights or duties specifically assigned in this
Coverage Part to the first Named Insured, this
insurance applies:
a. As if each Named Insured were the only

Named Insured; and
b. Separately to each insured against whom claim

is made or "suit1' is brought.
8. Transfer OfRights Of Recovery Against Others

To Us
If the insured has rights to recover all or part of any
payment we have made under this Coverage Part,
those rights are transferred tous.The insured must
do nothing after loss to impair them. At our request,
the insured will bring "suit" or transfer those rights
to us and help us enforce them.

9. When We Do Not Renew
If wedecide not to renew this Coverage Part,wewill
mail or deliver to the first Named Insured shown in
the Declarations written notice of the nonrenewal
not less than 30 days beforethe expiration date.
If notice is mailed, proof of mailing will be sufficient
proof of notice.

SECTION V-DEFINITIONS
1. "Advertisement" means a notice that is broadcast or

published to the genera! public or specific market
segments about your goods, products or services
for the purpose of attracting customers or
supporters. For the purposes of this definition:
a. Notices that are published include material

placed on the Internet or on similar electronic
means of communication; and

b. Regarding websites, only that part of a website
that is about your goods, products or services
for the purposes of attracting customers or
supporters is considered an advertisement.

Page16 of 21 CG T1 00 0219© 2017 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved.
Includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office, Inc. with its permission.
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

XTEND ENDORSEMENT FOR MANUFACTURERS AND
WHOLESALERS

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COVERAGE — This endorsement broadens coverage. However, coverage for any
injury, damage or medical expenses described in any of the provisions of this endorsement may be excluded or
limited by another endorsement to this Coverage Part, and these coverage broadening provisions do not apply to
the extent that coverage is excluded or limited by such an endorsement. The following listing is a general
coverage description only. Read all the provisions of this endorsement and the rest of your policy carefully to
determine rights, duties, and what is and is not covered.
A. WhoIs An Insured-Unnamed Subsidiaries
B. Who Is An Insured - Employees And Volunteer

Workers - Bodily Injury To Co-Employees And
Co-Volunteer Workers

C. Who Is An Insured - Newly Acquired Or Formed
Limited Liability Companies

D. Blanket Additional Insured -Broad Form Vendors
E. Blanket Additional Insured -Controlling Interest
F. Blanket Additional Insured — Mortgagees,

Assignees, Successors Or Receivers

G. Blanket Additional Insured
Entities - Permits Or Authorizations Relating To
Premises

H. Blanket Additional Insured Governmental
Entities — Permits Or Authorizations Relating To
Operations

I. Blanket Additional Insured -
Franchises

J. Incidental Medical Malpractice
K. Medical Payments — Increased Limit
L. Blanket Waiver Of Subrogation
M. Contractual Liability -Railroads

Grantors Of

Governmental

PROVISIONS
a. Before you maintained an ownership interest

of more than 50% in such subsidiary; or

b. After the date, if any, during the policy period
that you no longer maintain an ownership
Interest of more than 50% in such subsidiary.

For purposes of Paragraph 1. of Section II-Who
Is An Insured, each such subsidiary will be
deemed to be designated in theDeclarations as:

a. A limited liability company;
b. An organization other than a partnership, joint

venture or limited liability company; or

c. A trust;
as indicated in its name or the documents that
govern its structure.

A. WHO IS AN INSURED
SUBSIDIARIES
The following is added to SECTION II- WHO IS
AN INSURED:
Any of your subsidiaries, other than a partnership
or joint venture, that is not shown as a Named
Insured in the Declarations is a Named Insured if:

UNNAMED

a. You are the sole owner of, or maintain an
ownership interest of more than 50% in, such
subsidiary on the first day of the policy period;
and

b. Such subsidiary is not an insured under
similar other insurance.

No such subsidiary is an insured for "bodily injury’
or "property damage" that occurred, or "personal
and advertising injury" caused by an offense
committed:
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

B. WHO IS AN INSURED - EMPLOYEES AND
VOLUNTEER WORKERS-BODILY INJURY TO
CO-EMPLOYEES AND CO-VOLUNTEER
WORKERS
The following is added to Paragraph 2.a.(1) of
SECTION II-WHO IS AN INSURED:
Paragraphs (1)(a), (b) and (c) above do not apply
to "bodily injury" to a co^'employee" while in the
course of the co^'employee's" employment by you
or performing duties related to the conduct of your
business, or to "bodily injury' to your other
"volunteer workers" while performing duties
related to the conduct of your business.

C. WHO IS AN INSURED - NEWLY ACQUIRED
OR FORMED LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES
The following replaces Paragraph 3. of SECTION
II-WHO IS AN INSURED:

3. Any organization you newly acquire or form,
other than a partnership or joint venture, and
of which you are the sole owner or in which
you maintain an ownership interest of more
than 50%, will qualify as a Named Insured if
there is no other similar insurance available to
that organization. However:
a. Coverage under this provision is afforded

only.
(1) Until the 180th day after you acquire

or form the organization or the end of
the policy period, whichever is earlier,
if you do not report such organization
in writing to us within 180 days after
you acquire or form it; or

(2) Until the end of the policy period,
when that date is later than 180 days
after you acquire or form such
organization, if you report such
organization in writing to us within
180 days after you acquire or form it;

b. Coverage A does not apply to "bodily
injury" or "property damage" that occurred
before you aoquired or formed the
organization; and

c. Coverage B does not apply to "personal
and advertising injury" arising out of an
offense committed before you acquired or
formed the organization.

For the purposes of Paragraph 1.of Section II
-Who Is An Insured, each such organization
will be deemed to be designated in the
Declarations as:

a. A limited liability company;
b. An organization, other than a partnership,

joint venture or limited liability company;
or

c. A trust;
as indicated in its name or the documents
that govern its structure.

D. BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED - BROAD
FORM VENDORS
The following is added to SECTION II- WHO IS
AN INSURED:
Any person or organization that is a vendor and
that you have agreed in a written contract or
agreement to include as an additional insured on
this Coverage Part is an insured, but only with
respect to liability for "bodily injury" or "property
damage" that
a. Occurs subsequent to the signing of that

contract or agreement; and
b. Arises out of "your products" that are

distributed or sold in the regular course of
such vendor's business.

The insurance provided to such vendor is subject
to the following provisions:
a. The limits of insurance provided to such

vendor will be the minimum limits that you
agreed to provide in the written contract or
agreement, or the limits shown in the
Declarations, whichever are less.

b. The insurance provided to such vendor does
not apply to:
(1) Any express warranty not authorized by

you or any distribution or sale for a
purpose not authorized by you;

(2) Any change in "your products" made by
such vendor;

(3) Repackaging, unless unpacked solely for
the purpose of inspection, demonstration,
testing, or the substitution of parts under
instructions from the manufacturer, and
then repackaged in the original container;

(4) Any failure to make such inspections,
adjustments, tests or servicing as
vendors agree to perform or normally
undertake to perform in the regular
course of business, in connection with the
distribution or sale of "your products";
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

liability as mortgagee, assignee, successor or
receiver for "bodily injury", "property damage" or
"personal and advertising injury" that

a. Is "bodily injury' or "property damage" that
occurs, or is "personal and advertising injury"
caused by an offense that is committed,
subsequent to the signing of that contract or
agreement;and

b. Arises out of the ownership, maintenance or
use of the premises for which that mortgagee,
assignee, successor or receiver is required
under that contract or agreement to be
included as an additional insured on this
Coverage Part

The insurance provided to such mortgagee,
assignee, successor or receiver is subject to the
following provisions;
a. The limits of insurance provided to such

mortgagee, assignee, successor or receiver
will be the minimum limits that you agreed to
provide in the written contract or agreement,
or the limits shown in the Declarations,
whichever are less.

b. The insurance provided to such person or
organization does not apply to:
(1) Any "bodily injury' or "property damage"

that occurs, or any "personal and
advertising injury’ caused by an offense
that is committed, after such contract or
agreement is no longer in effect; or

(2) Any "bodily injury, "property damage" or
"personal and advertising injury" arising
out of any structural alterations, new
construction or demolition operations
performed by or on behalf of such
mortgagee, assignee, successor or
receiver.

G. BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITES - PERMITS OR
AUTHORIZATIONS RELATING TO PREMISES
The following is added to SECTION II- WHO IS
AN INSURED:
Any governmental entity that has issued a permit
or authorization with respect to premises owned
or occupied by, or rented or loaned to, you and
that you are required by any ordinance, law,
building code or written contract or agreement to
include as an additional insured on this Coverage
Part is an insured, but only with respect to liability
for "bodily injury", "property damage” or "personal
and advertising injury" arising out of the
existence, ownership, use, maintenance, repair,
construction, erection or removal of any of the
following for which that governmental entity has

(5) Demonstration, installation, servicing or
repair operations, except such operations
performed at such vendor's premises in
connection with the sale of "your
products"; or

(6) "Your products" that, after distribution or
sale by you, have been labeled or
relabeled or used as a container, part or
ingredient of any other thing or substance
by or on behalf of such vendor.

Coverage under this provision does not apply to:
a. Any person or organization from whom you

have acquired "your products", or any
ingredient, part or container entering into,
accompanying or containing such products;
or

b. Any vendor for which coverage as an
additional insured specifically is scheduled by
endorsement.

E. BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED
CONTROLLING INTEREST
1. The following is added to SECTION II-WHO

IS AN INSURED:
Any person or organization that has financial
control of you is an insured with respect to
liability for "bodily injury", "property damage"
or "personal and advertising injury" that arises
out of:
a. Such financial control; or
b. Such person's or organization's

ownership, maintenance or use of
premises leased to or occupied by you.

The insurance provided to such person or
organization does not apply to structural
alterations, new construction or demolition
operations performed by or on behalf of such
person or organization.

2. The following is added to Paragraph 4. of
SECTION II-WHO IS AN INSURED:
This paragraph does not apply to any
premises owner, manager or lessor that has
financial control of you.

F. BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED -
MORTGAGEES, ASSIGNEES, SUCCESSORS
OR RECEIVERS
The following is added to SECTION II- WHO IS
AN INSURED:
Any person or organization that is a mortgagee,
assignee, successor or receiver and that you
have agreed in a written contract or agreement to
include as an additional insured on this Coverage
Part is an insured, but only with respect to its
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

issued such permit or authorization: advertising
signs, awnings, canopies, cellar entrances, coal
holes, driveways, manholes, marquees, hoist
away openings, sidewalk vaults, elevators, street
banners or decorations.

H BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES - PERMITS OR
AUTHORIZATIONS RELATING TO OPER-
ATIONS
The following is added to SECTION II- WHO IS
AN INSURED:
Any governmental entity that has issued a permit
or authorization with respect to operations
performed by you or on your behalf and that you
are required by any ordinance, law, building code
or written contract or agreement to include as an
additional insured on this Coverage Part is an
insured, but only with respect to liability for ’'bodily
injury', "property damage" or "personal and
advertising injury" arising out of such operations.
The insurance provided to such governmental
entity does not apply to:
a. Any "bodily injury', "property damage" or

"personal and advertising injury" arising out of
operations performed for the governmental
entity: or

b. Any "bodily injury' or "property damage"
included in the "products-completed
operations hazard".

I. BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED -
GRANTORS OF FRANCHISES
The following is added to SECTION II- WHO IS
AN INSURED:
Any person or organization that grants a franchise
to you is an insured, but only with respect to
liability for "bodily injury', "property damage" or
"personal and advertising injury" arising out of
your operations in the franchise granted by that
person or organization.
If a written contract or agreement exists between
you and such additional insured, the limits of
insurance provided to such insured will be the
minimum limits that you agreed to provide in the
written contract or agreement, or the limits shown
in the Declarations, whichever are less.

J. INCIDENTAL MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
1. The following replaces Paragraph b. of the

definition of "occurrence" in the
DEFINITIONS Section:
b. An act or omission committed in providing

or failing to provide "incidental medical

services", first aid or "Good Samaritan
services" to a person, unless you are in
the business or occupation of providing
professional health care services.

2. The following replaces the last paragraph of
Paragraph 2a.(1) of SECTION II - WHO IS
AN INSURED:
Unless you are in the business or occupation
of providing professional health care services,
Paragraphs (1)(a), (b), (c) and (d) above do
not apply to "bodily injury" arising out of
providing or failing to provide:
(a) "Incidental medical services" by any of

your "employees" who is a nurse, nurse
assistant, emergency medical technician,
paramedic, athletic trainer, audiologist,
dietician, nutritionist, occupational
therapist or occupational therapy
assistant, physical therapist or speech-
language pathologist; or

(b) First aid or "Good Samaritan services" by
any of your "employees” or "volunteer
workers", other than an employed or
volunteer doctor. Any such "employees"
or "volunteer workers" providing or failing
to provide first aid or "Good Samaritan
services" during their work hours for you
will be deemed to be acting within the
scope of their employment by you or
performing duties related to the conduct
of your business.

3. The following replaces the last sentence of
Paragraph 5. of SECTION III - LIMITS OF
INSURANCE:
For the purposes of determining the
applicable Each Occurrence Limit, all related
acts or omissions committed in providing or
failing to provide "incidental medical
services", first aid or "Good Samaritan
services" to any one person will be deemed to
be one "occurrence".

4. The following exclusion is added to
Paragraph 2., Exclusions, of SECTION I-
COVERAGES - COVERAGE A - BODILY
INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE
LIABILITY:
Sale OfPharmaceuticals
"Bodily injury' or "property damage" arising
out of the violation of a penal statute or
ordinance relating to the sale of
pharmaceuticals committed by, or with the
knowledge or consent of, the insured.
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

5. The following is added to the DEFINITIONS
Section:
"Incidental medical services" means:
a. Medical, surgical, dental, laboratory, x-ray

or nursing service or treatment advice or
instruction, or the related furnishing of
food or beverages; or

b. The furnishing or dispensing of drugs or
medical, dental, or surgical supplies or
appliances.

6. The following is added to Paragraph 4.b.,
Excess Insurance, of SECTION IV -
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CONDITIONS:
This insurance is excess over any valid and
collectible other insurance, whether primary,
excess, contingent or on any other basis, that
is available to any of your "employees" for
"bodily injury" that arises out of providing or
failing to provide "incidental medical services"
to any person to the extent not subject to
Paragraph 2.a.(1) of Section II- Who Is An
Insured.

K. MEDICAL PAYMENTS- INCREASED LIMIT
The following replaces Paragraph 7. of SECTION
III- LIMITS OF INSURANCE:
7. Subject to Paragraph 5, above, the Medical

Expense Limit is the most we will pay under
Coverage C for all medical expenses
because of "bodily injury' sustained by any
one person, and will be the higher of:

a. $10,000; or
b. The amount shown in the Declarations of

this Coverage Part for Medical Expense
Limit.

L. BLANKET WAIVER OF SUBROGATION
The following is added to Paragraph 8., Transfer
Of Rights Of Recovery Against Others To Us,
of SECTION IV - COMMERCIAL GENERAL
LIABILITY CONDITIONS:
If the insured has agreed in a contract or
agreement to waive that insured's right of
recovery against any person or organization, we
waive our right of recovery against such person or
organization, but only for payments we make
because of:
a. "Bodily injury" or "property damage" that

occurs; or
b. "Personal and advertising injury" caused by

an offense that is committed;
subsequent to the execution of the contract or
agreement.

M. CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY-RAILROADS
1. The following replaces Paragraph c. of the

definition of "insured contract" in the
DEFINITIONS Section:
C. Any easement or license agreement;

2. Paragraph f.(1) of the definition of "insured
contract" in the DEFINITIONS Section is
deleted.
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TRAVELERSJ WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND

ONE TOWER SQUARE
HARTFORD CT 06183 EMPLOYERS LIABILITY POLICY

ENDORSEMENT WC 00 03 13 (00) - 001

WAIVER OF OUR RIGHT TO RECOVER FROM OTHERS ENDORSEMENT

We have the right to recover our payments from anyone liable for an injury covered by this policy. We will not
enforce our right against the person or organization named in the Schedule. (This agreement applies only to the
extent that you perform work under a written contract that requires you to obtain this agreement from us.)

This agreement shall not operate directly or indirectly to benefit any one not named in the Schedule.

SCHEDULE

DESIGNATED PERSON:

DESIGNATED ORGANIZATION:
ANY PERSON OR ORGANIZATION FOR WHICH THE INSURED HAS AGREED
BY WRITTEN CONTRACT EXECUTED PRIOR TO LOSS TO FURNISH THIS
WAIVER.

DATE OF ISSUE: ST ASSIGN: PAGE 1 OFl
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WORKERS COMPENSATIONTRAVELERSJ AND
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY POLICYONE TOWER SQUARE

HARTFORD CT 06183
ENDORSEMENT WC 99 03 76 ( A) - 001

WAIVER OF OUR RIGHT TO RECOVER FROM OTHERS
ENDORSEMENT- CALIFORNIA

(BLANKET WAIVER)

We have the right to recover our payments from anyone liable for an injury covered by this policy. We will not
enforce our right against the person or organization named in the Schedule.
The additional premium for this endorsement shall be o.oo % of the California workers' compensation pre-
mium.

Schedule

Job DescriptionPerson or Organization

ANY PERSON OR ORGANIZATION FOR
WHICH THE INSURED HAS AGREED
BY WRITTEN CONTRACT EXECUTED
PRIOR TO LOSS TO FURNISH THIS
WAIVER.

This endorsement changes the policy to which it is attached and is effective on the date issued unless otherwise
stated.

(The information below is required only when this endorsement is issued subsequent to preparation of
the policy.)

Endorsement Effective
Insured

Policy No. Endorsement No.
Premium

Countersigned byInsurance Company

Page 1 of 1DATE OF ISSUE: ST ASSIGN:
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WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND

EMPLOYERS LIABILITY POLICY
ENDORSEMENT WC 42 03 04 ( B) - 001

TRAVELERSJ
ONE TOWER SQUARE
HARTFORD CT 06183

:

TEXAS WAIVER OF OUR RIGHT TO RECOVER FROM OTHERS
ENDORSEMENT

This endorsement applies only to the insurance provided by the policy because Texas is shown in Item 3.A. of
the Information Page.
We have the right to recover our payments from anyone liable for an injury covered by this policy. We will not
enforce our right against the person or organization named in the Schedule, but this waiver applies only with
respect to bodily injury arising out of the operations described in the Schedule where you are required by a
written contract to obtain this waiver from us.
This endorsement shall not operate directly or indirectly to benefit anyone not named in the Schedule.
The premium for this endorsement is shown in the Schedule.

i- Specific Waiver

0 Blanket Waiver
Any person or organization for whom the Named Insured has agreed by written contract to furnish this waiver.

2. Operations:
ALL TEXAS OPERATIONS

3. Premium:

The premium charge for this endorsement shall be 2 . 0 0 percent of the premium developed on payroll in
connection with work performed for the above person(s) or organization(s) arising out of the operations
described..

4. Advance Premium: $ SEE SCHEDULE

This endorsement changes the policy to which it is attached and is effective on the date issued unless otherwise
stated.

(The information below is required only when this endorsement is issued subsequent to preparation of
the policy.)
Endorsement Effective
Insured

Policy No. Endorsement No.
Premium

Insurance Company Countersigned by,

DATE OF ISSUE: ST ASSIGN: Page 1 of 1
© Copyright 2014 National Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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APPLICATION BY FOREIGN CORPORATION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSACT 
BUSINESS IN FLORIDA 

IN COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 607.1503, FLORIDA STATUTES, THE FOLLOWING IS SUBMITTED TO 
REGISTER A FOREIGN CORPORATION TO TRANSACT BUSINESS IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA. 

l . MOUNTAIN STATES PIPE & SUPPLY CO 

(Enter name of corporation; must include "IN CORPORA TED," "COMPANY," "CORPORATION,"
"Inc.," "Co.," "Corp," "Inc," "Co," or "Corp.")

(lfname unavailable in Florida, enter alternate corporate name adopted for the purpose of transacting business in Florida) 

Colorado 84-0441361 
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(State or country under the law of which it is incorporated) (FEI number, if applicable) 
3/07/1955 

4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6. 

(Date of incorporation) (Date of duration, if other than perpetual) 

(Date first transacted business in Florida, if prior to registration) 
(SEE SECTIONS 607.1501 & 607.1502, F.S., to determine penalty liability) 

7_ 
7765 Electronic Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80922 

(Principal office street address) 

(Current mailing address, if different) 

8. Name and street address o f  Florida registered agent: (P.O. Box NOT acceptable)

Name: 

Office Address: 

Corporation Service Company 

1201 Hays Street 

Tallahassee 
Fl .d 32301 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , on a _ _ _ _  _ 
(City) (Zip code) 

9. Registered agent's acceptance:
Having been named as registered agent and to accept service o f  process for the above stated corporation at the place
designated in this application, I hereby accept the appointment as registered agent and agree to act in this capacity. I
further agree to comply with the provisions o f  all statutes relative to the proper and complete performance o f  my duties,
and I am familiar with and accept the obligations o f  my position as registered agent. 

Corporation Service Company 
By: 

(Registered agent's signature) 

10. Attached is a certificate o f  existence duly authenticated, not more than 90 days prior to delivery o f  this application to
the Department o f  State, by the Secretary o f  State or other official having custody o f  corporate records in the jurisdiction
under the law o f  which it is incorporated.

11. For initial indexing purposes, list names, titles and addresses of the primary officers and/or directors [up to six (6) total]: 

.
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A. DIRECTORS 

□Chairman Name: 
Elizabeth Carroll 

□ Vice Chairman 
7765 Electronic Drive 

Address: 

□Director
Colorado Springs, CO 80922 

i i  President 

□Vice President 

□Secretary □Treasurer

□Other □Other

□Chairman Name: 
James VanTeylingen 

□Vice Chairman 
7765 Electronic Drive 

Address: 

□Director
Colorado Springs, CO 80922 

□President

□Vice President 

i i  Secretary □Treasurer

□Other □Other

□Chairman Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

□Vice Chairman Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

□Director

□President

□Vice President 

□Secretary □Treasurer

□Other _ _ _ _ _ _ □Other _ _ _ _ _ _ 

□Chairman Name: 
Paul Carroll 

□Vice Chairman Address: 
7765 Electronic Drive 

□Director
Colorado Springs, CO 80922 

□President

□Vice President 

□Secretary □Treasurer

i i  Other 
CEO □Other

□Chairman Name: 

□Vice Chairman Address: 

□Director

□President

□Vice President 

□Secretary □Treasurer

□Other □Other

□Chairman Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

□Vice Chairman Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

□Director

□President

□Vice President 

□Secretary □Treasurer

□Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ □Other _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Important Notice: Use an attachment to report more than six (6). The attachment will be imaged for reporting purposes only. Non-indexed 
individuals may be added to the index 11h filing your Florida Department of State Annual Report form. 

12. 

The officer or director sig n ing this document (and who is listed in number 11 above) affirms that the facts stated herein are true and that he or 
she is aware that false information submitted in a document to the Department of State constitutes a third degree felony as provided for in 

:·:_17.155El- zq e_\-n l. Cknro  I' 
(Typed or printed name and capacity of person signing application) 
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CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE

GENERAL CONDITIONS
 
These instructions and conditions are standard for all contracts for commodities or services issued through the City of Fort Lauderdale Procurement Services Division. 
The City may delete, supersede, or modify any of these standard instructions for a particular contract by indicating such change in the Invitation to Bid (ITB) Special
Conditions, Technical Specifications, Instructions, Proposal Pages, Addenda, and Legal Advertisement. In this general conditions document, Invitation to Bid (ITB),
Request for Qualifications (RFQ), and Request for Proposal (RFP) are interchangeable.
 
PART I  BIDDER PROPOSAL PAGE(S) CONDITIONS:
 

1.01               BIDDER ADDRESS:   The City maintains automated vendor address lists that have been generated for each specific Commodity Class item through our bid issuing
service, BidSync.  Notices of Invitations to Bid (ITB’S) are sent by e-mail to the selection of bidders who have fully registered with BidSync or faxed (if applicable) to
every vendor on those lists, who may then view the bid documents online. Bidders who have been informed of a bid's availability in any other manner are responsible
for registering with BidSync in order to view the bid documents. There is no fee for doing so. If you wish bid notifications be provided to another e-mail address or fax,
please contact BidSync. If you wish purchase orders sent to a different address, please so indicate in your bid response.  If you wish payments sent to a different
address, please so indicate on your invoice.
 

1.02               DELIVERY:  Time will be of the essence for any orders placed as a result of this ITB.  The City reserves the right to cancel any orders, or part thereof, without
obligation if delivery is not made in accordance with the schedule specified by the Bidder and accepted by the City.
 

1.03               PACKING SLIPS:   It will be the responsibility of the awarded Contractor, to attach all packing slips to the OUTSIDE of each shipment.  Packing slips must provide a
detailed description of what is to be received and reference the City of Fort Lauderdale purchase order number that is associated with the shipment.  Failure to provide a
detailed packing slip attached to the outside of shipment may result in refusal of shipment at Contractor’s expense.
 

1.04               PAYMENT TERMS AND CASH DISCOUNTS:  Payment terms, unless otherwise stated in this ITB, will be considered to be net 45 days after the date of
satisfactory delivery at the place of acceptance and receipt of correct invoice at the office specified, whichever occurs last.  Bidder may offer cash discounts for prompt
payment but they will not be considered in determination of award.  If a Bidder offers a discount, it is understood that the discount time will be computed from the date
of satisfactory delivery, at the place of acceptance, and receipt of correct invoice, at the office specified, whichever occurs last.
 

1.05               TOTAL BID DISCOUNT:  If Bidder offers a discount for award of all items listed in the bid, such discount shall be deducted from the total of the firm net unit
prices bid and shall be considered in tabulation and award of bid.
 

1.06               BIDS FIRM FOR ACCEPTANCE:  Bidder warrants, by virtue of bidding, that the bid and the prices quoted in the bid will be firm for acceptance by the City for a
period of one hundred twenty (120) days from the date of bid opening unless otherwise stated in the ITB.
 

1.07               VARIANCES:  For purposes of bid evaluation, Bidder’s must indicate any variances, no matter how slight, from ITB General Conditions, Special Conditions,
Specifications or Addenda in the space provided in the ITB.  No variations or exceptions by a Bidder will be considered or deemed a part of the bid submitted unless such
variances or exceptions are listed in the bid and referenced in the space provided on the bidder proposal pages.  If variances are not stated, or referenced as required, it will
be assumed that the product or service fully complies with the City’s terms, conditions, and specifications.
 
By receiving a bid, City does not necessarily accept any variances contained in the bid.  All variances submitted are subject to review and approval by the City.  If any
bid contains material variances that, in the City’s sole opinion, make that bid conditional in nature, the City reserves the right to reject the bid or part of the bid that is
declared by the City as conditional.
 

1.08               NO BIDS:  If you do not intend to bid please indicate the reason, such as insufficient time to respond, do not offer product or service, unable to meet specifications,
schedule would not permit, or any other reason, in the space provided in this ITB.  Failure to bid or return no bid comments prior to the bid due and opening date and
time, indicated in this ITB, may result in your firm being deleted from our Bidder’s registration list for the Commodity Class Item requested in this ITB.
 

1.09               MINORITY AND WOMEN BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION AND BUSINESS DEFINITIONS:  The City of Fort Lauderdale wants to increase
the participation of Minority Business Enterprises (MBE), Women Business Enterprises (WBE), and Small Business Enterprises (SBE) in its procurement activities.  If
your firm qualifies in accordance with the below definitions please indicate in the space provided in this ITB.
 
Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) “A Minority Business” is a business enterprise that is owned or controlled by one or more socially or economically disadvantaged
persons.  Such disadvantage may arise from cultural, racial, chronic economic circumstances or background or other similar cause.  Such persons include, but are not
limited to:  Blacks, Hispanics, Asian Americans, and Native Americans.
 
The term “Minority Business Enterprise” means a business at least 51 percent of which is owned by minority group members or, in the case of a publicly owned business, at
least 51 percent of the stock of which is owned by minority group members.  For the purpose of the preceding sentence, minority group members are citizens of the United
States who include, but are not limited to:  Blacks, Hispanics, Asian Americans, and Native Americans.
 
Women Business Enterprise (WBE) a “Women Owned or Controlled Business” is a business enterprise at least 51 percent of which is owned by females or, in the case
of a publicly owned business, at least 51 percent of the stock of which is owned by females.
 
Small Business Enterprise (SBE) “Small Business” means a corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship, or other legal entity formed for the purpose of making a
profit, which is independently owned and operated, has either fewer than 100 employees or less than $1,000,000 in annual gross receipts.
 
BLACK, which includes persons having origins in any of the Black racial groups of Africa.
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WHITE, which includes persons whose origins are Anglo-Saxon and Europeans and persons of Indo-European decent including Pakistani and East Indian.
HISPANIC, which includes persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central and South American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race.
NATIVE AMERICAN, which includes persons whose origins are American Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts, or Native Hawaiians.
ASIAN AMERICAN, which includes persons having origin in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, or the Pacific
Islands.
 

1.10         MINORITY-WOMEN BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION

It is the desire of the City of Fort Lauderdale to increase the participation of minority (MBE) and women-owned (WBE) businesses in its contracting and procurement

programs.  While the City does not have any preference or set aside programs in place, it is committed to a policy of equitable participation for these firms.  Proposers

are requested to include in their proposals a narrative describing their past accomplishments and intended actions in this area.  If proposers are considering minority or

women owned enterprise participation in their proposal, those firms, and their specific duties have to be identified in the proposal.  If a proposer is considered for

award, he or she will be asked to meet with City staff so that the intended MBE/WBE participation can be formalized and included in the subsequent contract.

 

1.11         SCRUTINIZED COMPANIES

As to any contract for goods or services of $1 million or more and as to the renewal of any contract for goods or services of $1 million or more, subject to Odebrecht

Construction, Inc., v. Prasad, 876 F.Supp.2d 1305 (S.D. Fla. 2012), affirmed, Odebrecht Construction, Inc., v. Secretary, Florida Department of Transportation, 715

F.3d 1268 (11th Cir. 2013), with regard to the “Cuba Amendment,” the Contractor certifies that it is not on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List or

the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Sector List, and that it does not have business operations in Cuba or Syria, as provided in

section 287.135, Florida Statutes (2019), as may be amended or revised.  As to any contract for goods or services of any amount and as to the renewal of any contract

for goods or services of any amount, the Contractor certifies that it is not on the Scrutinized Companies that Boycott Israel List created pursuant to Section 215.4725,

Florida Statutes (2019), and that it is not engaged in a boycott of Israel.  The City may terminate this Agreement at the City’s option if the Contractor is found to have

submitted a false certification as provided under subsection (5) of section 287.135, Florida Statutes (2019), as may be amended or revised, or been placed on the

Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List or the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Sector List or the Scrutinized

Companies that Boycott Israel List created pursuant to Section 215.4725, Florida Statutes (2019), or is engaged in a boycott of Israel, or has been engaged in business

operations in Cuba or Syria, as defined in Section 287.135, Florida Statutes (2019), as may be amended or revised.
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1.12         DEBARRED OR SUSPENDED BIDDERS OR PROPOSERS

The bidder or proposer certifies, by submission of a response to this solicitation, that neither it nor its principals and subcontractors are presently debarred or suspended

by any Federal department or agency.

 
Part II   DEFINITIONS/ORDER OF PRECEDENCE:
 

2.01               BIDDING DEFINITIONS The City will use the following definitions in its general conditions, special conditions, technical specifications, instructions to bidders,
addenda and any other document used in the bidding process:
 
INVITATION TO BID (ITB) The solicitation document used for soliciting competitive sealed bids for goods or services.
INVITATION TO NEGOTIATE (ITN) All solicitation documents, regardless of medium, whether attached to or incorporated by reference in solicitations for responses
from firms that invite proposals from interested and qualified firms so the city may enter into negotiations with the firm(s) determined most capable of providing the
required goods or services.
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) A solicitation method used for soliciting competitive sealed proposals to determine the best value among proposals for goods or
services for which price may not be the prevailing factor in award of the contract, or the scope of work, specifications or contract terms and conditions may be difficult
to define. Such solicitation will consider the qualifications of the proposers along with evaluation of each proposal using identified and generally weighted evaluation
criteria. RFPs may include price criteria whenever feasible, at the discretion of the city.
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (RFQ) A solicitation method used for requesting statements of qualifications in order to determine the most qualified proposer
for professional services.
BID – a price and terms quote received in response to an ITB.
PROPOSAL – a proposal received in response to an RFP.
BIDDER – Person or firm submitting a Bid.
PROPOSER – Person or firm submitting a Proposal.
RESPONSIVE BIDDER – A firm who has submitted a bid, offer, quote, or response which conforms in all material respects to the competitive solicitation document
and all of its requirements.
RESPONSIBLE BIDDER – A firm who is fully capable of meeting all requirements of the solicitation and subsequent contract. The respondent must possess the full
capability, including financial and technical, ability, business judgment, experience, qualifications, facilities, equipment, integrity, capability, and reliability, in all
respects to perform fully the contract requirements and assure good faith performance as determined by the city.
FIRST RANKED PROPOSER – That Proposer, responding to a City RFP, whose Proposal is deemed by the City, the most advantageous to the City after applying the
evaluation criteria contained in the RFP.
SELLER – Successful Bidder or Proposer who is awarded a Purchase Order or Contract to provide goods or services to the City.
CONTRACTOR – Any firm having a contract with the city. Also referred to as a "Vendor".
CONTRACT – All types of agreements, including purchase orders, for procurement of supplies, services, and construction, regardless of what these agreements may
be called.
CONSULTANT – A firm providing professional services for the city.
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2.02               SPECIAL CONDITIONS:  Any and all Special Conditions contained in this ITB that may be in variance or conflict with these General Conditions shall have

precedence over these General Conditions.  If no changes or deletions to General Conditions are made in the Special Conditions, then the General Conditions shall
prevail in their entirety,
 
PART III   BIDDING AND AWARD PROCEDURES:
 

3.01               SUBMISSION AND RECEIPT OF BIDS:  To receive consideration, bids must be received prior to the bid opening date and time.  Unless otherwise specified,
Bidders should use the proposal forms provided by the City.  These forms may be duplicated, but failure to use the forms may cause the bid to be rejected.  Any
erasures or corrections on the bid must be made in ink and initialed by Bidder in ink.  All information submitted by the Bidder shall be printed, typewritten or filled in
with pen and ink.  Bids shall be signed in ink.  Separate bids must be submitted for each ITB issued by the City in separate sealed envelopes properly marked.  When a
particular ITB or RFP requires multiple copies of bids or proposals they may be included in a single envelope or package properly sealed and identified.  Only send
bids via facsimile transmission (FAX) if the ITB specifically states that bids sent via FAX will be considered.  If such a statement is not included in the ITB, bids sent
via FAX will be rejected.  Bids will be publicly opened in the Procurement Office, or other designated area, in the presence of Bidders, the public, and City staff. 
Bidders and the public are invited and encouraged to attend bid openings.  Bids will be tabulated and made available for review by Bidder’s and the public in
accordance with applicable regulations.
 

3.02               MODEL NUMBER CORRECTIONS:  If the model number for the make specified in this ITB is incorrect, or no longer available and replaced with an updated
model with new specifications, the Bidder shall enter the correct model number on the bidder proposal page.  In the case of an updated model with new specifications,
Bidder shall provide adequate information to allow the City to determine if the model bid meets the City’s requirements.
 

3.03               PRICES QUOTED:  Deduct trade discounts, and quote firm net prices.  Give both unit price and extended total.   In the case of a discrepancy in computing the
amount of the bid, the unit price quoted will govern.  All prices quoted shall be F.O.B. destination, freight prepaid (Bidder pays and bears freight charges, Bidder owns
goods in transit and files any claims), unless otherwise stated in Special Conditions.  Each item must be bid separately.  No attempt shall be made to tie any item or
items contained in the ITB with any other business with the City.
 

3.04               TAXES:  The City of Fort Lauderdale is exempt from Federal Excise and Florida Sales taxes on direct purchase of tangible property.  Exemption number for EIN is
59-6000319, and State Sales tax exemption number is 85-8013875578C-1.
 

3.05               WARRANTIES OF USAGE:  Any quantities listed in this ITB as estimated or projected are provided for tabulation and information purposes only.  No warranty or
guarantee of quantities is given or implied.  It is understood that the Contractor will furnish the City’s needs as they arise.
 

3.06               APPROVED EQUAL:  When the technical specifications call for a brand name, manufacturer, make, model, or vendor catalog number with acceptance of APPROVED
EQUAL, it shall be for the purpose of establishing a level of quality and features desired and acceptable to the City.  In such cases, the City will be receptive to any unit that
would be considered by qualified City personnel as an approved equal.  In that the specified make and model represent a level of quality and features desired by the City, the
Bidder must state clearly in the bid any variance from those specifications.  It is the Bidder’s responsibility to provide adequate information, in the bid, to enable the City to
ensure that the bid meets the required criteria.  If adequate information is not submitted with the bid, it may be rejected.  The City will be the sole judge in determining if the
item bid qualifies as an approved equal.
 

3.07               MINIMUM AND MANDATORY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:  The technical specifications may include items that are considered minimum, mandatory,
or required.  If any Bidder is unable to meet or exceed these items, and feels that the technical specifications are overly restrictive, the bidder must notify the
Procurement Services Division immediately.  Such notification must be received by the Procurement Services Division prior to the deadline contained in the ITB, for
questions of a material nature, or prior to five (5) days before bid due and open date, whichever occurs first.  If no such notification is received prior to that deadline,
the City will consider the technical specifications to be acceptable to all bidders.
 

3.08               MISTAKES:  Bidders are cautioned to examine all terms, conditions, specifications, drawings, exhibits, addenda, delivery instructions and special conditions
pertaining to the ITB.  Failure of the Bidder to examine all pertinent documents shall not entitle the bidder to any relief from the conditions imposed in the contract.
 

3.09         SAMPLES AND DEMONSTRATIONS:  Samples or inspection of product may be requested to determine suitability. Unless otherwise specified in Special
Conditions, samples shall be requested after the date of bid opening, and if requested should be received by the City within seven (7) working days of request. 
Samples, when requested, must be furnished free of expense to the City and if not used in testing or destroyed, will upon request of the Bidder, be returned within thirty
(30) days of bid award at Bidder’s expense.  When required, the City may request full demonstrations of units prior to award.  When such demonstrations are
requested, the Bidder shall respond promptly and arrange a demonstration at a convenient location.  Failure to provide samples or demonstrations as specified by the
City may result in rejection of a bid.
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3.10               LIFE CYCLE COSTING:  If so specified in the ITB, the City may elect to evaluate equipment proposed on the basis of total cost of ownership.  In using Life Cycle

Costing, factors such as the following may be considered:  estimated useful life, maintenance costs, cost of supplies, labor intensity, energy usage, environmental
impact, and residual value.  The City reserves the right to use those or other applicable criteria, in its sole opinion that will most accurately estimate total cost of use
and ownership.
 

3.11               BIDDING ITEMS WITH RECYCLED CONTENT:  In addressing environmental concerns, the City of Fort Lauderdale encourages Bidders to submit bids or
alternate bids containing items with recycled content.  When submitting bids containing items with recycled content, Bidder shall provide documentation adequate for
the City to verify the recycled content.  The City prefers packaging consisting of materials that are degradable or able to be recycled.  When specifically stated in the
ITB, the City may give preference to bids containing items manufactured with recycled material or packaging that is able to be recycled.
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3.12               USE OF OTHER GOVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS:  The City reserves the right to reject any part or all of any bids received and utilize other available
governmental contracts, if such action is in its best interest.
 

3.13               QUALIFICATIONS/INSPECTION:  Bids will only be considered from firms normally engaged in providing the types of commodities/services specified herein. 
The City reserves the right to inspect the Bidder’s facilities, equipment, personnel, and organization at any time, or to take any other action necessary to determine
Bidder’s ability to perform.  The Procurement Director reserves the right to reject bids where evidence or evaluation is determined to indicate inability to perform.
 

3.14               BID SURETY:  If Special Conditions require a bid security, it shall be submitted in the amount stated.  A bid security can be in the form of a bid bond or cashier’s
check.  Bid security will be returned to the unsuccessful bidders as soon as practicable after opening of bids.  Bid security will be returned to the successful bidder after
acceptance of the performance bond, if required; acceptance of insurance coverage, if required; and full execution of contract documents, if required; or conditions as
stated in Special Conditions.
 

3.15               PUBLIC RECORDS/TRADE SECRETS/COPYRIGHT:  The Proposer’s response to the RFP is a public record pursuant to Florida law, which is subject to
disclosure by the City under the State of Florida Public Records Law, Florida Statutes Chapter 119.07 (“Public Records Law”).  The City shall permit public access to
all documents, papers, letters or other material submitted in connection with this RFP and the Contract to be executed for this RFP, subject to the provisions of Chapter
119.07 of the Florida Statutes.
 
Any language contained in the Proposer’s response to the RFP purporting to require confidentiality of any portion of the Proposer’s response to the RFP, except to the
extent that certain information is in the City’s opinion a Trade Secret pursuant to Florida law, shall be void.  If a Proposer submits any documents or other information
to the City which the Proposer claims is Trade Secret information and exempt from Florida Statutes Chapter 119.07 (“Public Records Laws”), the Proposer shall clearly
designate that it is a Trade Secret and that it is asserting that the document or information is exempt.  The Proposer must specifically identify the exemption being
claimed under Florida Statutes 119.07.  The City shall be the final arbiter of whether any information contained in the Proposer’s response to the RFP constitutes a
Trade Secret. The city’s determination of whether an exemption applies shall be final, and the proposer agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City and the
City’s officers, employees, and agents, against any loss or damages incurred by any person or entity as a result of the City’s treatment of records as public records. In
addition, the proposer agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City and the City’s officers, employees, and agents, against any loss or damages incurred by
any person or entity as a result of the City’s treatment of records as exempt from disclosure or confidential.  Proposals bearing copyright symbols or otherwise
purporting to be subject to copyright protection in full or in part may be rejected.  The proposer authorizes the City to publish, copy, and reproduce any and all
documents submitted to the City bearing copyright symbols or otherwise purporting to be subject to copyright protection.
 
EXCEPT FOR CLEARLY MARKED PORTIONS THAT ARE BONA FIDE TRADE SECRETS PURSUANT TO FLORIDA LAW, DO NOT MARK YOUR
RESPONSE TO THE RFP AS PROPRIETARY OR CONFIDENTIAL.  DO NOT MARK YOUR RESPONSE TO THE RFP OR ANY PART THEREOF AS
COPYRIGHTED.
 

3.16               PROHIBITION OF INTEREST:  No contract will be awarded to a bidding firm who has City elected officials, officers or employees affiliated with it, unless the
bidding firm has fully complied with current Florida State Statutes and City Ordinances relating to this issue.  Bidders must disclose any such affiliation.  Failure to
disclose any such affiliation will result in disqualification of the Bidder and removal of the Bidder from the City’s bidder lists and prohibition from engaging in any
business with the City.
 

3.17               RESERVATIONS FOR AWARD AND REJECTION OF BIDS:  The City reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids, part of bids, and to waive minor
irregularities or variations to specifications contained in bids, and minor irregularities in the bidding process.  The City also reserves the right to award the contract on a
split order basis, lump sum basis, individual item basis, or such combination as shall best serve the interest of the City.  The City reserves the right to make an award to
the responsive and responsible bidder whose product or service meets the terms, conditions, and specifications of the ITB and whose bid is considered to best serve the
City’s interest. In determining the responsiveness of the offer and the responsibility of the Bidder, the following shall be considered when applicable:  the ability,
capacity and skill of the Bidder to perform as required; whether the Bidder can perform promptly, or within the time specified, without delay or interference; the
character, integrity, reputation, judgment, experience and efficiency of the Bidder; the quality of past performance by the Bidder; the previous and existing compliance
by the Bidder with related laws and ordinances; the sufficiency of the Bidder’s financial resources; the availability, quality and adaptability of the Bidder’s supplies or
services to the required use; the ability of the Bidder to provide future maintenance, service or parts; the number and scope of conditions attached to the bid.
 
If the ITB provides for a contract trial period, the City reserves the right, in the event the selected bidder does not perform satisfactorily, to award a trial period to the
next ranked bidder or to award a contract to the next ranked bidder, if that bidder has successfully provided services to the City in the past.  This procedure to continue
until a bidder is selected or the contract is re-bid, at the sole option of the City.
 

3.18               LEGAL REQUIREMENTS:  Applicable provisions of all federal, state, county laws, and local ordinances, rules and regulations, shall govern development,
submittal and evaluation of all bids received in response hereto and shall govern any and all claims and disputes which may arise between person(s) submitting a bid
response hereto and the City by and through its officers, employees and authorized representatives, or any other person, natural or otherwise; and lack of knowledge by
any bidder shall not constitute a cognizable defense against the legal effect thereof.
 

3.19               BID PROTEST PROCEDURE:  Any proposer or bidder who is not recommended for award of a contract and who alleges a failure by the city to follow the city’s
procurement ordinance or any applicable law may protest to the chief procurement officer, by delivering a letter of protest to the director of finance within five (5) days
after a notice of intent to award is posted on the city’s web site at the following url: https://www.fortlauderdale.gov/departments/finance/procurement-services/notices-
of-intent-to-award
 
The complete protest ordinance may be found on the city’s web site at the following url:  https://library.municode.com/fl/fort_lauderdale/codes/code_of_ordinances?
nodeid=coor_ch2ad_artvfi_div2pr_s2-182direpr
 
PART IV  BONDS AND INSURANCE
 

4.01               PERFORMANCE BOND:  If a performance bond is required in Special Conditions, the Contractor shall within fifteen (15) working days after notification of
award, furnish to the City a Performance Bond, payable to the City of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in the face amount specified in Special Conditions as surety for faithful
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performance under the terms and conditions of the contract.  If the bond is on an annual coverage basis, renewal for each succeeding year shall be submitted to the City
thirty (30) days prior to the termination date of the existing Performance Bond. The Performance Bond must be executed by a surety company of recognized standing,
authorized to do business in the State of Florida and having a resident agent. 
 
Acknowledgement and agreement is given by both parties that the amount herein set for the Performance Bond is not intended to be nor shall be deemed to be in the
nature of liquidated damages nor is it intended to limit the liability of the Contractor to the City in the event of a material breach of this Agreement by the Contractor.
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4.02               INSURANCE:  The Contractor shall assume full responsibility and expense to obtain all necessary insurance as required by City or specified in Special
Conditions.
 
The Contractor shall provide to the Procurement Services Division original certificates of coverage and receive notification of approval of those certificates by the
City’s Risk Manager prior to engaging in any activities under this contract.  The Contractor’s insurance is subject to the approval of the City’s Risk Manager.  The
certificates must list the City as an ADDITIONAL INSURED for General Liability Insurance and shall have no less than thirty (30) days written notice of cancellation
or material change.  Further modification of the insurance requirements may be made at the sole discretion of the City’s Risk Manager if circumstances change or
adequate protection of the City is not presented.  Bidder, by submitting the bid, agrees to abide by such modifications.
 
PART V  PURCHASE ORDER AND CONTRACT TERMS:
 

5.01               COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIFICATIONS, LATE DELIVERIES/PENALTIES:  Items offered may be tested for compliance with bid specifications.  Items
delivered which do not conform to bid specifications may be rejected and returned at Contractor’s expense.  Any violation resulting in contract termination for cause or
delivery of items not conforming to specifications, or late delivery may also result in:
-          Bidder’s name being removed from the City’s bidder’s mailing list for a specified period and Bidder will not be recommended for any award during that period.
-          All City Departments being advised to refrain from doing business with the Bidder.
-          All other remedies in law or equity.
 

5.02               ACCEPTANCE, CONDITION, AND PACKAGING:  The material delivered in response to ITB award shall remain the property of the Seller until a physical
inspection is made and the material accepted to the satisfaction of the City.  The material must comply fully with the terms of the ITB, be of the required quality, new,
and the latest model.  All containers shall be suitable for storage and shipment by common carrier, and all prices shall include standard commercial packaging.  The
City will not accept substitutes of any kind.  Any substitutes or material not meeting specifications will be returned at the Bidder’s expense.  Payment will be made
only after City receipt and acceptance of materials or services.
 

5.03               SAFETY STANDARDS:  All manufactured items and fabricated assemblies shall comply with applicable requirements of the Occupation Safety and Health Act of
1970 as amended.
 

5.04               ASBESTOS STATEMENT:  All material supplied must be 100% asbestos free.  Bidder, by virtue of bidding, certifies that if awarded any portion of the ITB the
bidder will supply only material or equipment that is 100% asbestos free.
 

5.05               OTHER GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES:  If the Bidder is awarded a contract as a result of this ITB, the bidder may, if the bidder has sufficient capacity or
quantities available, provide to other governmental agencies, so requesting, the products or services awarded in accordance with the terms and conditions of the ITB
and resulting contract.  Prices shall be F.O.B. delivered to the requesting agency.
 

5.06               VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS PROCEDURE:  No negotiations, decisions, or actions shall be initiated or executed by the Contractor as a result of any discussions
with any City employee.  Only those communications which are in writing from an authorized City representative may be considered.  Only written communications
from Contractors, which are assigned by a person designated as authorized to bind the Contractor, will be recognized by the City as duly authorized expressions on
behalf of Contractors.
 

5.07               INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR:  The Contractor is an independent contractor under this Agreement.  Personal services provided by the Proposer shall be by
employees of the Contractor and subject to supervision by the Contractor, and not as officers, employees, or agents of the City.  Personnel policies, tax responsibilities,
social security, health insurance, employee benefits, procurement policies unless otherwise stated in this ITB, and other similar administrative procedures applicable to
services rendered under this contract shall be those of the Contractor.
 

5.08               INDEMNITY/HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT:  Contractor shall protect and defend at Contractor's expense, counsel being subject to the City's approval, and
indemnify and hold harmless the City and the City's officers, employees, volunteers, and agents from and against any and all losses, penalties, fines, damages,
settlements, judgments, claims, costs, charges, expenses, or liabilities, including any award of attorney fees and any award of costs, in connection with or arising
directly or indirectly out of any act or omission by the Contractor or by any officer, employee, agent, invitee, subcontractor, or sublicensee of the Contractor.  Without
limiting the foregoing, any and all such claims, suits, or other actions relating to personal injury, death, damage to property, defects in materials or workmanship, actual
or alleged violations of any applicable statute, ordinance, administrative order, rule or regulation, or decree of any court shall be included in the indemnity hereunder.
 

5.09               TERMINATION FOR CAUSE:  If, through any cause, the Contractor shall fail to fulfill in a timely and proper manner its obligations under this Agreement, or if
the Contractor shall violate any of the provisions of this Agreement, the City may upon written notice to the Contractor terminate the right of the Contractor to proceed
under this Agreement, or with such part or parts of the Agreement as to which there has been default, and may hold the Contractor liable for any damages caused to the
City by reason of such default and termination.  In the event of such termination, any completed services performed by the Contractor under this Agreement shall, at
the option of the City, become the City’s property and the Contractor shall be entitled to receive equitable compensation for any work completed to the satisfaction of
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the City.  The Contractor, however, shall not be relieved of liability to the City for damages sustained by the City by reason of any breach of the Agreement by the
Contractor, and the City may withhold any payments to the Contractor for the purpose of setoff until such time as the amount of damages due to the City from the
Contractor can be determined.
 

5.10               TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE:  The City reserves the right, in the City’s best interest as determined by the City, to cancel any contract by giving written
notice to the Contractor thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of such cancellation.
 

5.11               CANCELLATION FOR UNAPPROPRIATED FUNDS:  The obligation of the City for payment to a Contractor is limited to the availability of funds appropriated
in a current fiscal period, and continuation of the contract into a subsequent fiscal period is subject to appropriation of funds, unless otherwise authorized by law.
 

5.12               RECORDS/AUDIT:  The Contractor shall maintain during the term of the contract all books of account, reports and records in accordance with generally accepted
accounting practices and standards for records directly related to this contract.  The Contractor agrees to make available to the City Auditor or the City Auditor’s
designee, during normal business hours and in Broward, Miami-Dade or Palm Beach Counties, all books of account, reports, and records relating to this contract. The
Contractor shall retain all books of account, reports, and records relating to this contract for the duration of the contract and for three years after the final payment
under this Agreement, until all pending audits, investigations or litigation matters relating to the contract are closed, or until expiration of the records retention period
prescribed by Florida law or the records retention schedules adopted by the Division of Library and Information Services of the Florida Department of State, whichever
is later. 
 

5.13               PERMITS, TAXES, LICENSES:  The successful Contractor shall, at his/her/its own expense, obtain all necessary permits, pay all licenses, fees and taxes, required to
comply with all local ordinances, state and federal laws, rules and regulations applicable to business to be carried out under this contract.
 

5.14               LAWS/ORDINANCES:  The Contractor shall observe and comply with all Federal, state, local and municipal laws, ordinances rules and regulations that would
apply to this contract.
 
NON-DISCRIMINATION:   The Contractor shall not, in any of its activities, including employment, discriminate against any individual on the basis of race, color,

national origin, age, religion, creed, sex, disability, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, gender expression, marital status, or any other protected classification as

defined by applicable law.

1.     The Contractor certifies and represents that the Contractor will comply with Section 2-187, Code of Ordinances of the City of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, (2019), as

may be amended or revised, (“Section 2-187”), during the entire term of this Agreement.

2.     The failure of the Contractor to comply with Section 2-187 shall be deemed to be a material breach of this Agreement, entitling the City to pursue any remedy

stated below or any remedy provided under applicable law.

3.      The City may terminate this Agreement if the Contractor fails to comply with Section 2-187.

4.      The City may retain all monies due or to become due until the Contractor complies with Section 2-187.

5.     The Contractor may be subject to debarment or suspension proceedings. Such proceedings will be consistent with the procedures in section 2-183 of the Code of

Ordinances of the City of Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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5.15               UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES:  If during a contract term where costs to the City are to remain firm or adjustments are restricted by a percentage or CPI cap,

unusual circumstances that could not have been foreseen by either party of the contract occur, and those circumstances significantly affect the Contractor’s cost in
providing the required prior items or services, then the Contractor may request adjustments to the costs to the City to reflect the changed circumstances.  The
circumstances must be beyond the control of the Contractor, and the requested adjustments must be fully documented.  The City may, after examination, refuse to
accept the adjusted costs if they are not properly documented, increases are considered to be excessive, or decreases are considered to be insufficient.  In the event the
City does not wish to accept the adjusted costs and the matter cannot be resolved to the satisfaction of the City, the City will reserve the following options:
 
1.        The contract can be canceled by the City upon giving thirty (30) days written notice to the Contractor with no penalty to the City or Contractor.  The Contractor

shall fill all City requirements submitted to the Contractor until the termination date contained in the notice.
 
2.        The City requires the Contractor to continue to provide the items and services at the firm fixed (non-adjusted) cost until the termination of the contract term then

in effect.
 
3.        If the City, in its interest and in its sole opinion, determines that the Contractor in a capricious manner attempted to use this section of the contract to relieve

Contractor of a legitimate obligation under the contract, and no unusual circumstances had occurred, the City reserves the right to take any and all action under
law or equity.  Such action shall include, but not be limited to, declaring the Contractor in default and disqualifying Contractor from receiving any business from
the City for a stated period of time.

 
If the City does agree to adjusted costs, these adjusted costs shall not be invoiced to the City until the Contractor receives notice in writing signed by a person
authorized to bind the City in such matters.
 

5.16               ELIGIBILITY:  If applicable, the Contractor must first register with the Florida Department of State in accordance with Florida Statutes, prior to entering into a
contract with the City.
 

5.17               PATENTS AND ROYALTIES:  The Contractor, without exception, shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City and the City’s employees, officers, employees,
volunteers, and agents from and against liability of any nature and kind, including cost and expenses for or on account of any copyrighted, patented or un-patented invention,
process, or article manufactured or used in the performance of the contract, including their use by the City. If the Contractor uses any design, device, or materials covered by
letters, patent or copyright, it is mutually agreed and understood without exception that the bid prices shall include any and all royalties or costs arising from the use of such
design, device, or materials in any way involved in the work.
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5.18               ASSIGNMENT:  Contractor shall not transfer or assign the performance required by this ITB without the prior written consent of the City.  Any award issued

pursuant to this ITB, and the monies, which may become due hereunder, are not assignable except with the prior written approval of the City Commission or the City
Manager or City Manager’s designee, depending on original award approval.
 

5.19               GOVERNING LAW; VENUE:  The Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Florida.  Venue for any lawsuit by
either party against the other party or otherwise arising out of the Contract, and for any other legal proceeding, shall be in the courts in and for Broward County,
Florida, or in the event of federal jurisdiction, in the Southern District of Florida.
 

5.20               PUBLIC RECORDS:
 
IF THE CONTRACTOR HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE APPLICATION OF
CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO THE CONTRACTOR’S DUTY TO
PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING TO THIS CONTRACT, CONTACT THE
CUSTODIAN OF PUBLIC RECORDS AT  
PRRCONTRACT@FORTLAUDERDALE.GOV, 954-828-5002, CITY CLERK’S
OFFICE, 100 N. ANDREWS AVENUE, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33301.
 
Contractor shall comply with public records laws, and Contractor shall:

 
1.      Keep and maintain public records required by the City to perform the service.
 
2.      Upon request from the City’s custodian of public records, provide the City with a copy of the requested records or allow the records to be inspected or copied

within a reasonable time at a cost that does not exceed the cost provided in Chapter 119, Florida Statutes (2019), as may be amended or revised, or as otherwise
provided by law.

 
3.    Ensure that public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records disclosure requirements are not disclosed except as authorized by law

for the duration of the contract term and following completion of the contract if the Contractor does not transfer the records to the City.
 
4.    Upon completion of the Contract, transfer, at no cost, to the City all public records in possession of the Contractor or keep and maintain public records required by

the City to perform the service. If the Contractor transfers all public records to the City upon completion of the Contract, the Contractor shall destroy any
duplicate public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records disclosure requirements. If the Contractor keeps and maintains public
records upon completion of the Contract, the Contractor shall meet all applicable requirements for retaining public records. All records stored electronically must
be provided to the City, upon request from the City’s custodian of public records, in a format that is compatible with the information technology systems of the
City.
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NON-COLLUSION STATEMENT:
 
By signing this offer, the vendor/contractor certifies that this offer is made independently and free from collusion. Vendor shall disclose below any City of
Fort Lauderdale, FL officer or employee, or any relative of any such officer or employee who is an officer or director of, or has a material interest in, the
vendor's business, who is in a position to influence this procurement.
 
Any City of Fort Lauderdale, FL officer or employee who has any input into the writing of specifications or requirements, solicitation of offers, decision to
award, evaluation of offers, or any other activity pertinent to this procurement is presumed, for purposes hereof, to be in a position to influence this
procurement.
 
For purposes hereof, a person has a material interest if they directly or indirectly own more than 5 percent of the total assets or capital stock of any
business entity, or if they otherwise stand to personally gain if the contract is awarded to this vendor.
 
In accordance with City of Fort Lauderdale, FL Policy and Standards Manual, 6.10.8.3,

 
3.3. City employees may not contract with the City through any corporation or business entity in which they or their immediate family members
hold a controlling financial interest (e.g. ownership of five (5) percent or more).
 
3.4. Immediate family members (spouse, parents and children) are also prohibited from contracting with the City subject to the same general
rules.
 

 
Failure of a vendor to disclose any relationship described herein shall be reason for debarment in accordance with the provisions of
the City Procurement Code.
 

NAME RELATIONSHIPS
 

 
 
 
In the event the vendor does not indicate any names, the City shall interpret this to mean that the vendor has indicated that no such
relationships exist.
 
Paul T Carroll CEO
Authorized Signature Title

 
Paul T Carroll 11/22/2021
Name (Printed) Date
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CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH

NON-DISCRIMINATION PROVISIONS OF THE CONTRACT
 
 
The completed and signed form should be returned with the Contractor’s submittal.  If not provided with submittal, the
Contractor must submit within three business days of City’s request.  Contractor may be deemed non-responsive for
failure to fully comply within stated timeframes. 
 
Pursuant to City Ordinance Sec. 2-187(c), bidders must certify compliance with the Non-Discrimination provision of the
ordinance.
 

 
The Contractor shall not, in any of his/her/its activities, including employment, discriminate against any
individual on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, creed, sex, disability, sexual orientation, gender,
gender identity, gender expression, or marital status.

 
1.     The Contractor certifies and represents that he/she/it will comply with Section 2-187, Code of Ordinances

of the City of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, as amended by Ordinance C-18-33 (collectively, “Section 2-187”).
 

2.     The failure of the Contractor to comply with Section 2-187 shall be deemed to be a material breach of this
Agreement, entitling the City to pursue any remedy stated below or any remedy provided under applicable
law.

 
3.     The City may terminate this Agreement if the Contractor fails to comply with Section 2-187.
 
4.     The City may retain all monies due or to become due until the Contractor complies with Section 2-187.
 
5.     The Contractor may be subject to debarment or suspension proceedings. Such proceedings will be

consistent with the procedures in section 2-183 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Fort Lauderdale,
Florida.

 
                                                           
Paul T Carroll Paul T Carroll CEO
Authorized Signature Print Name and Title
  
11/22/2021  
Date  
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E-VERIFY AFFIRMATION STATEMENT

 

RFP/Bid /Contract No: 12585-325

Project Description: Water Meter Reading and Related Service

 

Contractor/Proposer/Bidder acknowledges and agrees to utilize the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s E-
Verify System to verify the employment eligibility of,

(a)   all persons employed by Contractor/Proposer/Bidder to perform employment duties within Florida during
the term of the Contract, and,

(b)    all persons (including subcontractors/vendors) assigned by Contractor/Proposer/Bidder to perform work
pursuant to the Contract.

The Contractor/Proposer/Bidder acknowledges and agrees that use of the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security’s E-Verify System during the term of the Contract is a condition of the Contract.

 

Contractor/Proposer/ Bidder Company Name: Mountain States Pipe & Supply Co

Authorized Company Person’s Signature: Paul T Carroll

Authorized Company Person’s Title: CEO

Date: 11/22/2021

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 

9/15/2020
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BID/PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION
 
Please Note: It is the sole responsibility of the bidder to ensure that his bid is submitted electronically through
www.BidSync.com prior to the bid opening date and time listed. Paper bid submittals will not be accepted. All fields below
must be completed. If the field does not apply to you, please note N/A in that field.
 

If you are a foreign corporation, you may be required to obtain a certificate of authority from the department of state, 
in accordance with Florida Statute §607.1501 (visit http://www.dos.state.fl.us/).
________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

Company: (Legal Registration) Mountain States Pipe & Supply CoEIN (Optional): 840441361
 
Address: 7765 Electronic Dr 
 
City: Colorado SpringsState: COZip: 80922
 
Telephone No.: 719-634-5555FAX No.: 719-634-5551Email: paulc@msps.com
________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

Delivery: Calendar days after receipt of Purchase Order (section 1.02 of General Conditions): 30 days
Total Bid Discount (section 1.05 of General Conditions): $0
Check box if your firm qualifies for MBE / SBE / WBE (section 1.09 of General Conditions):  
________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

ADDENDUM ACKNOWLEDGEMENT - Proposer acknowledges that the following addenda have been received and are
included in the proposal:
 

Addendum No. Date Issued Addendum No. Date Issued Addendum No. Date Issued
 

Addendum 1 11/04/2021 Addendum 2 11/08/2021
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

VARIANCES: If you take exception or have variances to any term, condition, specification, scope of service, or requirement
in this competitive solicitation you must specify such exception or variance in the space provided below or reference in the
space provided below all variances contained on other pages within your response. Additional pages may be attached if
necessary. No exceptions or variances will be deemed to be part of the response submitted unless such is listed and
contained in the space provided below. The City does not, by virtue of submitting a variance, necessarily accept any
variances. If no statement is contained in the below space, it is hereby implied that your response is in full compliance with
this competitive solicitation. If you do not have variances, simply mark N/A. You must also click the “Take Exception”
button.
 
No Exceptions
________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

The below signatory hereby agrees to furnish the following article(s) or services at the price(s) and terms stated subject to all
instructions, conditions, specifications addenda, legal advertisement, and conditions contained in the bid/proposal. 

I have read all attachments including the specifications and fully understand what is required.  By submitting this signed
proposal, I will accept a contract if approved by the City and such acceptance covers all terms, conditions, and specifications
of this bid/proposal. The below signatory also hereby agrees, by virtue of submitting or attempting to submit a response, that
in no event shall the City’s liability for respondent’s direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages,
expenses, or lost profits arising out of this competitive solicitation process, including but not limited to public advertisement,
bid conferences, site visits, evaluations, oral presentations, or award proceedings exceed the amount of Five Hundred
Dollars ($500.00). This limitation shall not apply to claims arising under any provision of indemnification or the City’s protest
ordinance contained in this competitive solicitation.
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Submitted by:
 

Paul T Carroll Paul T Carroll
Name (printed) Signature

 
11/22/2021 CEO
Date Title

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Revised 4/28/2020
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CONTRACT PAYMENT METHOD
 

The City of Fort Lauderdale has implemented a Procurement Card (P-Card) program
which changes how payments are remitted to its vendors. The City has transitioned from
traditional paper checks to credit card payments via MasterCard or Visa as part of this
program.

This allows you as a vendor of the City of Fort Lauderdale to receive your payments fast
and safely. No more waiting for checks to be printed and mailed.

In accordance with the contract, payments on this contract will be made utilizing the City’s
P-Card (MasterCard or Visa). Accordingly, bidders must presently have the ability to accept
these credit cards or take whatever steps necessary to implement acceptance of a card
before the start of the contract term, or contract award by the City.

All costs associated with the Contractor’s participation in this purchasing program shall be
borne by the Contractor. The City reserves the right to revise this program as necessary.

By signing below you agree with these terms.

Please indicate which credit card payment you prefer:
 

MasterCard
 

Visa
 
 
 
Mountain States Pipe & Supply Co
Company Name
 
Paul T Carroll Paul T Carroll
Name (Printed) Signature

 
11/22/2021 CEO
Date Title
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